railroad tracks--iron thews (through

too

Maudlow country?

thru Ringling?)

Frances Inman 1 40 letters, last p: ice from the railroad

Wes's branch-line rr is an issue of contention

-fl

w/

Anaconda Copper?

Valier history, Harvest of Memories, Montana Western Railway pp . 29-32
- -p.

44,

11

About 7 loaded freight cars were as large a train as could be hauled . n

see "train story" file folder
see 0 1 s pies of Valier rr

Malone & Lang, p . 283--rr map of Montana, 1913

iron thews of Wes's rr

MHS?

385 T3
Taber, Thomas T.--Short Lines of the Treasure State, the histories of independently
operated railroads of Montana, 1960

Don Baker , THE MONTPJiA RAILROAD , PP • 51-3 : the Milwaukee RR ' s promotional hoopla ,
and the 1910-15 land boom of settlers .

Don Baker, THE MONTANA R.r'\.ILROAD,
avalances in Sixteen Canyon .

f' · 59+:

effeic ts of 1925 earthquake on Milwaukee RR;

Jav1bone railroad background:
Meagher County News, June 29, 1949, reprints history of the Jawbom from
Harlowton Times series.

Don Baker , THE MONTANA RAIIROAD , p . 48 :
--spring of 1910, ice broke bridge pilir.g in Sixtem Canyon : 11 • • • the fireman
crossed on foot . (the engineer) set the throttle with just enough steam for the
engine to cross the bridge , jumped from the cab , ar.rl let it go . After the engine
crossed safely, the fireman hopped in the cab and stopped it • 11

smiled as if it was the finest of days

Me..Lvin Hanson--lst folder MHS oral history summaries
p . 6-- 11 Hact to be able to cut tte buck in order to be on an engine . 11 (locomotive)

(DARE , p . 899 : railroading term, to b.lild steam to full working presstU"e; so,
a fireman producing a full head af steam wauld be cut ting the» buck . )

--boomers: rr men

winter

this bani (bridge) of light between trn dusks

from Bill Lang:
the trips to Chi stockyards w/ cattle:
--the cowboys were right in the boxcar w/ the cattle, in a partitioned room w/
bunk and stove(?)
--Bill interviewed a Sieben foreman who 1 d made the stockyards trip: He remembered
that the :s:Mm~ hotel was in the stockyards area but quite a walk away, and
when he got there and asked for _a room, the clerk said: "Do you want it furnished?"
The Montanan said, "Hell, yes, I want it furnishedl"--no furnitureless room for
him. When he'd been in the room about 10 minutes, came the knock on the door and
the woman who was the "furnishing."
--from this interview and others, Bill found that the rr bulls were the most
feared threat, in the minds of these guys who would make the stockyard trip.
"They'd just as soon break your arm as look at you,n ran the refrain.

She clasped her scarf at her throat with a mittened hand .

WINTER

the discontent of our winter , made •••

"1
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- - railroad thriller with
footage of Sixteen Canyon
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Under Steam
1925

Wes looked around at them all. "There'll be a sleeper on the siding at
Conrad. Private quarters for all."
A load of worry the size of a haystack lifted from Monty. No cattle car
this time. Pullman ...

234
"Blackie!"

The bastards, Monty thought to himself tiredly. Have to start in with that,
even when we 're out here like this.
The engineer wasn't even looking his way, yelling instead to the fireman.
"Damn it, Blackie, we've got to get more steam up."
"I only have two hands, and that's a shovelfull."

"I thought we were going to have eight cars of cattle."
"Threw in a few extra."
Wes scrutinized the couple of hundred head of cattle yet in the loading
pen, then his brother.
"We're running a little short of hay on the lower place, all right?" Whit
said as if it was costing him teeth. "Figured we 're better off shipping them than
letting them turn into hides. "
"You think Pinckney has stock cars under his hat, do you, Whit?" Wes
went off to confer with the stationmaster.

"Poor cows."

235
Wes looked miffed. "Poor all of us, if we can't get rolling."
Monty studied out the window.

"What now?"
"We don't have enough power to pull through the cut. Besides that, we're
going to have to flange the track. It don't take much snow covering the track for
this outfit to go on the ground."
The prospect of derailment got Wes's attention. "Good Christ. This
weather isn't letting up."
"Sorry, sir, but the weather isn't my department."
"Get at it, then."
They waded into the snow with grain shovels, each scooping a valley over
one rail. "Don't have to clear the iron," 00 shouted, "just down close enough that
the wheel flanges can reach it." The snow flew.
The human hide knows a spring blizzard is unfair. A matter of hours, or a
dump of snow that went on for days.

236
"Blackie and I talked it over. We're not riding it across. Nobody better be
on it."
Wes looked at the trestle and the boisterous creek below. "All right, Dan.
Let's send the train on its own."

A frown was not something you wanted to see on Ninian Duff,
particularly when it was in co

ection with his trigger finger.

Reflections of Travel on the WSSYPRR
The Rev. Dr. Orville E. Lanham
September 1954, March-April 1955
For Dr. Ivan Doig
I arrived in White Sulphur Springs on June 30, 1954. I began work as
pastor of the 1st Presbyterian Church on 1 July 1954, and work as a Sunday
School Missionary under the Presbyterian Church Board of National
Missions. This relationship lasted until October of 1964 when I resigned
to work on a Master's Degree at Montana State College (later University).
The work in the parish allowed a young green pastor from an urban
metropolitan area the opportunity to explore many areas blocked by that
urban environment. I lived fouir blocks from the Wabash Railroad mainline
from Detroit to Kansas City, and beyond. There was a water tower at .10
1/2 street and Laurel. My home was at 1121 E. Laurel. The stream engines
{configurations 2800 had to stop for water. So, I spent some hours waiting
at the crossing, but also listening to the many thump s, hisses, bells,
whistles of the trains. I think most boys my age a l ways yearned to ride in
the engine. So, when I came to WSS, I had a chance to ride in the engine.
Harold Clay was superintendent of the line. At that time Fred Coburn was
the engineer, with Vernon (Blackie) Ransier the assistant engineer, and
fireman when Fred was at the throttle. Because Supt. Clay was a member of
the parish, I had received permission to go on a 11 run 11 to Ringling.
The WSSYPRR was a joint venture between the Milwaukee Railroad and Dick
Ringling, of the Ringling Circus family. The Ringling's had purchased a
lot of land in Meagher County, and where the WSSYPRR joined the Milwaukee,
the town was called Ringling. The Milwaukee was electrified from
Harlowton Montana, 55 miles to the East, and to Avery, Idaho. The distance
from Harlow as it was and is called to Avery was over 400 miles. I am not
sure when Ringling was founded, but I suspect in the era between 1900 and
1910. An earlier railroad had existed in the area before the Milwaukee
came through. This was the Montana Rail road, or referred to as the
Jawbone as script was use to pay employees and creditors as the railroad
ran out of cash due to the problem with Free Silver in the elections of
the 1890's. East of Ringling about 15 miles was Loweth, the highest point
on the Milwaukee between Chicago and Seattle. Ringling was a thriving
community until the late 1920's. As the depression began to overcome the
economy,for some reason there were a number of towns in Montana
disappearing, or almost disappearing because of fires. I recall Maurice
olmes, a resident of WSS for years telling to making a trip to the "east"
n the summer or fall of '29. Ringling was there when they left, but when
hey returned only a few places remained.
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Ringling in the early SO's consisted of the depot of the railroad,
three homes for railroad section hands and their families, the closed Ryan
store, a shell of the Ringling Bank, a Bar, Schuyler's garage, the former

Congregational Church, a grade school, and several homes in various states
of repair. The school met in the lower or 1st floor. There was a High
School, but due to the decline in population, it was closed. The building
had an upper story which was to be used for the increase in students. But,
with the fire, and the depression, it was never Completed. There were
three tracks at Ringling. So, the WSSYPRR came in, switched cars to the
appropriate east and west bound tracks for the Milwaukee freights to pick
up. In 1945-55 Ringling had passenger service with 1 east and 1 west bound
train per day. The crack stream- liner from Chicago, the Olympian Hiawatha
did not stop there.
It came rolling off the Loweth hill at speeds of 55
plus and thundered through Ringling.
The WSSYPRR was a venture of Dick Ringling. The name, White Sulphur
Springs and Yellowstone Park Rail Road was to run from WSS to Yellowstone
Park. I supposed it would hook into the Northern Pacific branch line at
Wilsall some 40 miles south of Ringling. The NP line went from Wisall
through Clyde Park to Livingston, thence to Gardiner.
The right of way
extended 22 miles from Ringling to WSS. There was a Y at Ringling where
the engine could make a turn around for the return trip, sidings at
Calkins about 10 miles from Ringling, andthe yards at White Sulphur
Springs. The trains ran on a sporadic schedule, that is whenever there was
enough freight to take to Ringling, or bring from Ringling to WSS.The
onsists were mixed with cattle during the shipping season, and other
reight such as gasoline, fuel oil, coal, feed, even Chevrolet cars for
he Berg Garage in WSS. There was also "pulp" for Wisconsin paper mills.
he Yards at WSS were dominated by the Stockyards, and the Stockyards Y.
In the fall of each year this was a busy place. Thousands of head of
cattle and sheep were shipped from WSS. The cars from WSS were then taken
to Ringling for pick up by the through Milwaukee freights. Some went east,
others west.

a

Now to my trip!. There were JS cars of cattl~ to be shipped. They had
all been loaded, and we proceeded to Ri ngl i ng. The road bed was not very
solid, as were many of the Milwaukee branch lines. Mostly dirt, not a lot
of sold rock ballast. So, speed was limited! The tr i p took 3 h rs ! Fred
c h ewed t ob acco! Every once in a while he leaned out the window to spit!
Vern was busy shoveling coal. If memory is correct it took 10 tons of coal
for the trip. This was probably where Vern got the nickname "Blackie". It
was a hot, dirty job. Fred would glance at the ri g h t of way, pull the
whistle cord for the 6 crossings, wave at ·ranchers along the way, and addJ
water to the boiler. He straddled the "Johnson Bar" This was the lever
that changed direction for the engine from forward to reverse, and also
allowed the engineer to change the stroke for more power, etc.
It was a
bumpy,boring ride after we started. But Fred always had stories to tell.
At Calkins, the siding, a town had been platted at one time, and lots were
sold to unsuspecting "rubes" from the ast. · He told of one elderly couple
to had met the train at Ringling, and asked to get off at Calkins. The
WSSYPRR then ran an engine and coach to Ringling each day. The engineer
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told them that there was nothing at Calkins. But, they had to see for
themselves. They went on to WSS. Fred did not know what they did after
that. We arrived at Ringling, set out the cars, and then made the return
trip. When I got home I had to shower extensively to remove the soot,
ashes, etc. But, it was fun.
The WSSYPRR had the only two steam engines on the entire Milwaukee line
in 1954/55. They received loving care from Fred, Blackie, and others. The
"roundhouse" consisted of a shed large enough to house the two engines and
their tenders. Coal bunkers were adjacent to the "roundhouse". the tenders
were watered with a firehose from a nearby hydrant. In early 1955 the
Milwaukee notified Superindent Clay that they two engines had to be
retired, and the road deseilized. The flues in their boilers were
defective, and there were no facilities on the entire line for repairs.
So, two new engines arrived in February of 1955. They were General
Electric 44 tanners, with engines at both ends, the cab in the middle.
They were more efficient, buring only 1/3 of the equivalent fuel for the
44 mile round trip. They were also much shorter. The two steamers were
then placed on passing tracks, their boiler fires allowed to cool, and
water drained from their boilers and tenders.
I the sping of 1955, the Saturday before Palm Sunday, the WSSYPRR was
to ship 12 cars of cattle to Butte for Ed McReynolds.
Ed was a local
cattle buyer. The cars were to arrive in Butte for the Monday morning
cattle auction. I had my sermon prepared, and was making the - trip in the
"new diesels". The cabs were clean, had heat, and not as noisy as the old
steamers. But, the speed was the same! We left WSS about 11 am. It was a
cloudy day, temperature about 30. There had been some snow earlier in the
week. Not much, about 2". On Friday, they had taken the diesel to Ringling
to pick up some cars, but on the return found that the engine lacked the
power of the steamer and had to leave 4 cars on the mainline about 6 miles
north of Ringling. This was to have disastrous consequences as you will
see.
The trip south was uneventful until we got to Calkins. There we ran into
a real Montana Spring Blizzard. Wind, and Snow. The visibility was about
50 feet! We were snug in the car though. As we passed Calkins there was
some discussion abouth whether we had enough power to pull throug h the cut
on the Loweth Martins dale road. They decided not to set out some of the
cars at Calkins, which would have meant proceeding to Ringling and then
returning for the cars at Calkins, then back to Ringling.There was also
some discussion about what to do when they came to the stretch where the
cars had been abandoned. They would have to be pushed back to Ringling!
As we approached the cut near the crossing on the Ringling Martinsdale
Road we noticed that the cut was full of snow! About a foot and a half.
The train gradually began to loo§ e speed as it was an uphill grade! Soon
we made no progress at all! The 44 ton engine sat on fhe rails with the

wheels spinning! Just like a car in a snow drift! So, the decision was
itla de t o cut off the stock cars, proceed to Ringling, then return and take
them back. This would mean taking only a few at a time. So, the cars were
cut off and we began to make progress up the hill. About 20 minutes later
we were in sight of the 4 cars left on the main line. The wind was blowing
about 40 mph, snow covered the tracks. I did not realize how helpless a
railroad engine or railroad car is when there is snow on the track. The
flange on the wheels is seldom more than 4 inches. That is all that keeps
t he train on the track! With the track covered, the engine and train could
easily go on "the ground" or derail. So, Blackie and the other fireman
took the i r grai n s hovel s, ( which fortunately were standard equipment) and
began to flange the track. They could only do this for about 10 minutes at
a time. We then proceeded to knock the cars over the top of the grade. It
took about an hour. After we 'knocked them t h rough, we coul d then push them
to Ringling, and set them out there. The goal was then to return to the
'cut' and begin the laborious trip of bringing the other cars back. When
we cut out the cars the cows were really bellering.
Superintendent Clay met us at the Ringling Y. After reviewing the
situation, we then proceeded back to WSS. The crew stayed with the Engine
at Ringling because it had to be left with the engine running.Food and
other sustenance was brought for the crew.
Palm Sunday in WSS was a white Xmas card scene. Lots of snow. I
thought about the cattle spending the night in the crowded cars, with no
food or water. I also wondered what the plan was for solving the problem.

•
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Superintendent Clay decided that one of the steamers had to be "fired
up". It had been drained of water, so water had to be put into the tender,
and the fire started. This usually took several hours before steam could
be built up. The fire was started early Sunday morning. By .11 o'clock the
steamer was ready to roll. It was no problem betting through the cuts
filled with snow. There was a snow plow/cow catcher. And the weight of the
engine was spread out over half a city block .. And steam had unlimited
power! They proceeded to the cut, pulled all of the cars back to Calkins,
made a run around to get in front of them, then proceeded to Ringling.
When they came to the cut,Fred opened the throttle. The hunge steamer with
the weight of the cars made quick work of the drift. They snow was very
light and it; must have been a sight to see the steamer hit the drift with
snow flying everywhere. I went with Supt. Clay to Ringling to see them
come in. · Ed McReynolds as also along. He did not believe that they could
ring the cars in! But, they came with huffs, puffs, steam escaping,
whistle blowing, rods clanking, cows bellering. Wnen the engine passed, I
ould see Fred with his head out the window, probably letting go with a
wad of chew! Ed was disappointed. The cattle would not make itto the
Monday auction in Butte. Superintendent Clay replied that this fit the
"acts of God" clause in the contract for unseen delays.
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There was one problem with breaking through the drift at the cut! The
engine had such force, that when it hit the drift, the snow built up and
destroyed the front coup ler on the engine! As the engine was to be
retired, the Mi lwaukee was in no hurry to send a crew to repair the
coupler. The engine sat on the siding at Ringling for at least a week.
Then a crew came from Harlowton and repaired the coupler.
It had to be
replaced!. Without the coupler, the idled engine could not be attached to
a train for its last journey to the scrap yard.
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October 20, 1992

Dr. Ivan Doig
17021 10th Ave. N.W.
Seattle, Washinton 98177

Dear Friend,
Professor Joe Wydeven, Chair of our Division of Humanities,
and our resident expert on "Western" authors, gave me the review
of Elizabeth Simpson's book. This prompted me to suggest to Joe
something I had thought of doing for our College. Hoe and I had
talked about a Western Writer's Conference. He had just returned
from sabbatical doing extensive research on Wright Morris. He
knows of our friendship.
So, here is what we might do in the Spring of 1993. This
will be low budget operation. We would like to invite you as
keynote speaker. The format is just in the dream stage, but if
you have some interest, we can "flesh it out". It would be a one
day affair, if you could check your schedule and let us know what
honorarium, etc., you need, we can proceed. Fro arrangements,
Sylvia and I would be glad to provide housing, sustenance, etc.
We could even get the White Sulphur Springs slides out again.
Sort of a Lanham version of "Your House of Sky".
Your nose should have itched this Sunmer, and this Fall. Our
youngest son Tim resigned his parish in Des Moines to accept a
call to the staiif r Pr b erian Parishes. He was
installed o the 26th of July. I was invited to preach the
installation sermon. So, Sylvia and I travelled by car to Central
Montana. When we got to Harlowton, we made the decision to go to
wss, then to Stanford. We could only spend an hour and a half in
the Springs, so we did not see too many people. But, it was great
to be back. We had been back in '82 for the lOOth anniversary of
the church. Sylvia and I were having a Coke in the former A&W
restaurant. There was a whithered up elderly gentleman, with a
dirty shirt and pants, grease on his hands, and a cap that said
"Vinton Garage". So, I went over and said, "Are you Fern Vinton?'
His eyes sparkled and he said, "I used to be known by than name."
I asked if he would know who I was, but he could not place me.
Then when I told him, he really sparkled. The children had just
been there for a reunion, so I caught up on the news. Chuck has a
diesel shop in Anchorage. He was so happy to see Sylvia and me.
Then we drove over Kings Hill to Stanford and Geyser. Tim has
always wanted to return to the west. We enjoyed meeting the
Stanford and Geyser people, even travelled out to a ranch near
Square Butte. Tim and his wife GiGi took us to the famous
restaurant near the Sapphire Mine. Can't think of the town right
now. So, lots of memories .

We had received an invitation in the spring to attend the
lOOth anniversaJ:Y of Martha Chapter of the Order of Eastern Star.
Did not know of things would work out to make another trip. But,
things worked out. Sylvia and I left on Friday the 18th of
September, drove to Spearfish, S.D., then on to WSS the next day.
Worshipped with our f onner parishioners on Sunday the 20th, then
attended the celebration. 42 of the 54 members were there. So,
we saw lots of friends. Jay's wife introduced herself. We didn't
have a chance to see SherJ:Y. Gordon was in church on Sunday, but
I did not get a chance to say hello. Some sadness as Rusty
Edwards had died that week. On our return trip we took 89 south,
thought of you, Grandma, Dad, the Badgets, the Brekkes, as we
passed through Ringling
We stayed with Bob and Elsie Weitz (Holmstrom) . When we went
back in '82, they no longer ran sheep. So, with some sadness we
thought of all the activity of running sheep as we passed the
corrals and sheds.
So, if you have time, and are interested, let me know.

~~~am,
<;.~~
Orville

4 Nov. '9'2

Ph. d

Associate Professor of Sociology

Dear Orville--

So you •ve gone home, ~JSS version again I I a.ppreciat -d the details
of your letter; I aan absolutely s ~ern Vinton, who probably wiU outlive
u.s all, in testimony th t cleanliness isn't alwaJ! mxt to godline·ss, bnnn?
I'm glad you encountered Jay Doig•s spouse Ilii&i, ·whom Oaro1 and I prize
a lot. i
1n"lo or us haven •t been to White Sulphur or Ri.rgll:ng for some
years, al tho h e ma.7 nake it sone tine this coming year:• I frankly am
going to ve to figure out some kind o:t' strategy to comfortably visit
there--mayb just sneak into tmm and call on ,J ay and Linia, and Gordon
an:i Sherri, and anyba!y else 1a particular1y want to see--as it tends to
get very busy, complicated, and ''celebrity"-ish if I don't watch out.
There is hat side of iSS, of everybody overlapping with e'Veryboiy &ls ,
which I suppose cones 0£ ]laving so few people; sonebcxly told ne 1eagher
County is dmm to about 1800 population norr. I note with interest Tim's
move to Stanford-Geyser ; you maybe know Fr d am Theresa. Buckingham• s
d ughter Susan, my first an:l just about only pre-school friend, is married
to a rancher near Geyser.
We11, I have b> say I'm flattered by your Western 1 iters Conferen:r
notion, but I also have to give you the sam anm r I gave~ Amdck Smith,
tm friend who as involved in the films Heartla.n:l ar.d A River Runs Tlrous!!
It - when she last week imited ma t . a. siiii!liir Cont rence on Flathead ta'kel
Ii'r _ver did it for anybody I'd do it fo~ yot4 but... The f. ct is that

I
p

of the wa.,e I :tm. able to get my W·i'\ing done ts ~y sticldng 'bo that 1 .Q d
so r•ve always put aside writers• eonferenoes and other ld.nis of beaching.
My real regret-s to you am J;oe Wj.deven, but it•s just out of ~ league at
the mo~t. I'm .finishing up a ld.lld of sisteJ book to This House. or Sky-this orie a pCirtrai t of -my mOtb.m' ts lite, Orville 1 some more · wss, Ringli~,
and Mess Agate, but also soxre Arimotaa••and ihan Itm goUg on to a big novel
set at Fort Peak du;r-ing the D~resston. So, I wish I could clone nwselt
and send. one to do y-Our' contereme, but until than • ••
Yott a.rd Syl.via ~urd 'bbriVi.ng.. It•s tJ>od tJO hear that Montaxaa keeps
lsniing itself in'bo 7our lives, as into ours in th.is nous&.

Until Ghriatmas...oard ttme--.not

lo~

n®· l·-

all best,

Classical Ill.usic/da:nce
Soprano Harolyn Blackwell says 'Lakme
gave her .a challenge to grow vocally

High
notes

By R.M. CAMPBELL
P-I MUSIC CRITIC

ike most of the cast in
Seattle Opera's production of Leo
Delibes' "LalUne," which
opens tomorrow night at the
Opera House, Harolyn Blackwell had never sung her role previously.
"I hadn't really looked at the role
until I was offered it by Seattle Opera,"
said Blackwell. "I had done the 'Bell
Song' (the most famous aria in the opera),
so I knew that. I listened to recordings
and then I began to love the characterizations and the music. I talked with my
voice teacher, and we agreed this was the
right role for me now.
"In some ways, Lakme reminds me
of Gilda," a role in which Blackwell made
her Seattle Opera debut in 1995 and
promptly won the company's Artist of the
Year award.

L

Since its premiere at the OperaComique in Paris in 1883, "Lakme" has
been considered primarily a vehicle for
the coloratura soprano. Adelina Patti and
Luisa Tetrazzini were among the earliest famous singers who took on the role.
Lily Pons made the opera hers in the
1930s and 1940s. Joan Sutherland sung the
role in the 1960s and French soprano
Natalie Dessay more recently.
"There are difficulties," Blackwell
said. "The 'Bell Song' is totally different
from everything else. All is quite lyrical
except for the 'Bell Song,' which is a
coloratura extravaganza. In some respects, oddly enough, the opera is similar
to Bernstein's 'Candide,' in which you
are very lyrical then very gay.
"This is not a question of good or
bad but how to sing the role, how to
change gears at the right moment. One
cannot sing too heavily in the lyrical part
because I have to go up into the
stratosphere for the 'Bell Song.' I have to
pace myself vocally and dramatically
because all that leads to the 'Bell Song' is
so intense. If the voice gets too heavy,
you will have trouble in the top part of
your voice: It won't have the kind of
bloom you want. These are the same
issues with Gilda, although with that
role, she starts high, moves down in the
third act, then has to float high notes at
the end. I love the challenge of 'Lakme':
working on it has help me to grow
vocally."
Blackwell likes the character, the
daughter of the Brahmin priest Nilakantba
in 19th-century India who hates the
English. Gerald and his friend Frederic,
both English officers, find themselves
in a sacred grove and spot Lakme. Gerald
falls in love with her but is seen by
Nilakantha, who swears vengeance on
Gerald. In the second act, Gerald and
Lakme meet again. He is warned by
Lakme of her father's desire to kill him,
and he, in fact, stabs him. In the third act,
Gerald is tended by Lakme in the
forest. Frederic finds Gerald and reminds
him of his military duties. Realizing she
will lose Gerald, Lakme takes poison and
dies as her father finds the pair.
"I love how this young girl becomes
a woman and how this goddess to her
~

RADIO:
'MADAME BUTTERFLY' - The Metropolitan Opera performs
Puccini's opera at 10:30 a.m . tomorrow on KING-FM (98 . 1).
DETROIT SYMPHONY - Neeme Jarvi conducts Weber's 'Der
Freischuetz' overture, Dvorak's Symphony No. 7 and Beethoven's
Piano Concerto No. 5, with Per Tenstrand as soloist, at 7 p.m Sunday
on KING-FM.
LIVE BY GEORGE - The Monday lineup includes Seattle Pro
Musica at 8 p.m., the Seattle Flute Society at 8:30 p.m., Kitsap
Opera at 9:20 p.m., pianist Ann Cummings at 9:30 p.m. and
performers from the University of Washington School of Music at 10
p.m ., on KING-FM.
SEATTLE SYMPHONY - Gerard Schwarz conducts Sibelius'
Symphony No. 2, Revueltas' 'Sensemaya' and Prokofiev's Sinfonia
Concertante, with cellist Natalia Guman as soloist, at 8 p.m.
Wednesday on KING-FM.

TELEVISION:
'THE HARVEST OF SORROW - THE MEMORIES OF
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF' - A film showing how the spirit of
Rachmaninoff defines early 20th-century Russia , folowed by a
performance of his music.by Valery Gergiev and the Kirov Orchestra ,
at 5 and 9 p.m. Monday on Ovation.

'THE SYMPHONY OF SORROWFUL SONGS - HENRYK
GORECKI - Performance of the symphony, featuring soprano Dawn
Upshaw, at 7 and 11 p.m. Monday on Ovation .
'LA TRAVIATA' - Verdi 's opera performed at La Fenice, with
Edita Gruberova and Neil Shicoff, at 6 and 10 p.m. Wednesday on
Ovation.
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GRANT M. HALLER IP-I

Soprano Harolyn Blackwell talks with conductor Patrick Fournillier during a
rehearsal for 'Lakme at Seattle Opera. .

COMING UP
• Lakme. Composed by Leo Delibes,
with a libretto by Edmond Gondinet
and Philippe Gille. Seattle Opera.
Opens tomorrow night at 7:30 at the
Opera House. Through March 11.
Principals include Harolyn Blackwell/Lisa Saffer; Vinson Cole;William Burden; Ding Gao and Kurt
Ollmann. Patrick Fournillier conducts and Stephen Terrell stage director. Tickets: $30-$103; 206-389-7676.

people discovers love for the first time,
going against the wishes of her father. The
music is very beautiful but there is
dramatic complexity beneath it. Lakme is
great opera. We have love, tragedy,
betrayal. It speaks to so many people."
She had no answer as to why
"Lakme" fell out of favor in non-French
speaking countries.
"It has a very specific style that
many people do not know. Casting it can
be difficult. I told the maestro here that
this Lakme may be my first, but it is not
my last."
-

16 What's Happening• Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Friday, February 25, 2000

Blackwell has sung major roles
with major houses in a good share of the
world. However, in 1994, she was the
cover (understudy) for Kathleen Battle in a
Metropolitan Opera production of Donizetti's "The Daughter of the Regiment."
Battle was fired from that production one of the most famous dismissals in the
world of opera - and has not sung in
an opera house since. Blackwell stepped
into Battle's role. She returned the
following season to the Met - then
nothing. She refused to comment on
possible reasons why.
In the past few years, Blackwell has
sung less opera and more concerts and
recitals. The choice was hers, she said.
There are others who might claim
she is part of a larger problem facing
African American singers: Opera
houses are not as friendly to them as they
once were. A recently aired documentary on PBS, "Aida's Brothers and Sisters:
Black Voices in Opera;" makes exactly
that point.
"I don't want to make any generalizations," Blackwell said, "but there are
fewer blacks on the roster. I don't know
what is happening. Always more can be
done."

"Sacred Arias," Andrea Bocelli. (Ph il ips)
"Aria - The Opera Album," Andrea Bocelli. (Ph ilips)
"Fantasia 2000," Chicago Symphony Orchestra . (Walt Disney)
"Plays Vivaldi's The Four Seasons," Anne-Sophie Mutter. (DG)
"Amore 2: Great Italian Love Arias," Various Artists. (Sony
Classical)
6 "The Most Relaxing Classical Album in the World .. . Ever!,"
Various Artists. (Virgin)
7 "Paul McCartney's Working Classical ," London Symphony
Orchestra. (MPU
8 "Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg, Sergio & Oda ir Assad, " Nadja
Salerno-Sonnenberg/Sergio & Odair Assad. (Nonesuch)
9 Soundtrack: "Topsy-Turvy." (Sony Classical)
10 "Simply Baroque," Yo-Yo Ma. (Sony Classical)
From next week's Billboard magazine. Compiled from a national
sample of sales reports collected and provided by SoundScan.

~ A check mark indicates a recommendation from a P-I
critic.

TODAY:
'MUSICA CURIOSA 2' - 8 p.m. Organist Dennis James and
other performers including Andy Crow, Christian Swenson and Hokum
W. Jeebs perform at Hokum Hall, 7904 35th Ave S.W. Tickets $10$12; $8-$10 advance; $7 groups of seven or more. 206-937-3613;
www.hokumhall.org
SEATTLE SYMPHONY - 8 p.m. Saxophonist David Sanborn
performs with the symphony in selections that will be announced
from the stage at Benaroya Hall. Tickets $15-$47. 206-215-4747 ;
www.seattlesym phony .org
SATURDAY:
BENEVOLENT ORDER FOR MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
- 8 p.m. The early music ensemble performs works by Tartini,
Telemann, Vivaldi and Leclair on period instruments at the Church at
6556 35th Ave. N.E. Tickets $12-$15. 206-325-7066.

CHORAL SOUNDS NORTHWEST - 8 p.m. The mixed
chorus performs works by Brahms and Rutter at Highline Performing
Arts Center, 401 S. 152nd St., Burien. Guests include the Northwest
Symphony Orchestra and soprano Frances Eisenman. Tickets $11 $14. 206-246-6040.
'MUSICA CURIOSA 2' - 8 p.m. See Friday listing.
ROGER NELSON AND RANDY HALBERSTADT - 8 p.m.
Pianists Roger Nelson and Randy Halberstadt perform '20th Century

CONTINUED on Next Page
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State reports on fires
Mark Gruener of Lewistown, district manager for Montana Disaster and Emergency Services, prepared a news
release on Monday concerning the Sunday fires in Sheridan
County. Part of his report is reprinted here:
.
·
At approximately 1: 15 p.m. on Sunday afternoon, a fast-.
moving fire, apparently ignited by a sparks from passing
locomotive, spread quickly and threatened the town.
Approximately 150-200 people were evacuated as fire depar. tments from Outlook, Redstone, Plentywood and surrounding communities responded.
"We just about had it under control." said Outlook Fire
Chief Scott Wangerin. 'Then the wind came up and the fire
moved three miles in 10-15 minutes and burned right
through town."
The fire destroyed four grain
eleva tors . a gas station, and the
U.S. Post Office. lt also burned
four inhabited structures and
15-20 unoccupied dwellings as
well as numerous outbuildings
a nd farm equipment near Outlook. It also damaged the locomotive that apparently started
the fire and burned two railroad
trestles east of town stranding
the train in Outlook.
The ··Red Cross provided
emergency housing for several
evacuated residents last evening and continues to assist local
residents and emergency workers meet the needs of the community.
At the height of the fire, 19
engines deployed to the area,
including units from Canada ,
North Dakota, Daniels, Valley
and Roosevelt Counties. In a
nip-and-tuck battle, they preserved the 70-year old Outlook
school, halting the fire just
several feet from the building.
Just after 9 p.m., the Outlook
fire, which advanced on a front
two miles wide for nearly nine
miles was contained - just as
another fire flared up near Ante-

lope in the eastern part of the
county.
This new fire, which was
approximately seven miles long
and two miles wide. consumed a
homestead and several other
outbuildings. Exhausted firemen, with timely assistance
from the Department of Natural
Resources, Sheridan County
Road Department, Northern
Pacific Roadbuilders, Justice
Trucking and Diamond B Trucking, eventually contained it _early
Monday morning. Mop-up operations continue this afternoon,
but strong winds conUnue to
plague the efforts of firefighters.
Gerald Kohler, chairman of
the Sheridan County Board of
Commissioners. praised the
efforts of all involved in the fire
emergency.
"Everybody had a coordinated effort," he said. ..It was
amazing that anything could be
controlled with that wind."
Commenting on the spontaneous outpouring of support
from hardy local citizens, Outlook Mayor Joe Wirtz summed
up the future for the town of Outlook saying: ..We'll be back."
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By Joe Nistler
It seemed as if Eastern Montana was on fire Sunday.

October 31. At least 'eight major fires were recorded that
day. including two in Sheridan County.
Sparks from a train headed toward Outlook apparently
· caused an early afternoon blaze in coulees west of town.
Outlook firemen seemingly had the fire contained, until
winds in excess of 60 miles an hour. began roaring through
the county. Then the real destruction began.
The call went out for more firemen, and fire departments from Flaxville, Redstone, Whitetail, Plentywood,
. Westby and Medicine Lake responded to the call.
The blaze raced along the Sunday night. The county road
) railroad tracks into Outlook,. crew and the contractors were
" quickly destroying the three ele- great to work with.
They
• vators in town and also burning , squeezed the fires into comers
a ~four inhabited houses, the post so the fire departments could
: ,..office and the service station. knock them down. Without the
~ :And beyond Outlook, the fire
patrols, I don't know if we would
~ :kept consuming farm and pashave stopped the fires for
another day."
·
1 ture land.
·f
Firemen rescued a group of
It is a mark of the community
• children who were at the Outspirit in Sheridan County that
~ look School preparing for a Halthe firemen did not face the fire
without help.
rushed to the scene.
loween program. The school did
not bum, but the extensive damPetrik added. ""'We had plenty
With wind gusts still in the
age to the town put school of water, thanks to Diamond B 60 mile per hour range at midclasses on hold this week.
We also had
1
an d Vem J u st·ce
•
night, firemen battled to save
According to Curt Petrik,
private individuals showing up
structures in the Antelope area.
Sheridan County disaster and with thousand gallon tanks...
One man, 88 year old Monrad
emergency services director.
After firemen battled the Brekke, escaped the fire but lost
.. Having enough firemen and Outlook area blaze for eight his house and all its contents.
trucks and water were not the hours, another distress call
Petrik estimated the Outlook
problems. The big problems came
from the Antelope area. area fire burned an area nine
were the wind and the heavy
The ferocious winds that spread miles by lwo miles. while .the
blankets of smoke. In a normal
the Outlook fire also sent a Antelope area fire burned a
fire, the county roads stop the
power line to the ground south- seven mile by two mile area.
~fi~tr~e:.:... ...!B
::!.u!;!.!;..
t !!
th~e:::::se
~h~urn
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Petrik added, .. If it wouldn't
have been for county maintainers and private contractors, we
wouldn't have put out the fires
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in rough coulees and spread so
rapidly that firemen from
throughout Sheridan County-as well as from Fortuna, Alamo
and Grenora in North Dakota--

-

elevator rubble. Meanwhil , a
noon fire flareup on the Eden
Valley Road south of An telope
brought firemen from sev ral
area departments.

A closer look at damage
caused by Sunday's fire
Just east of OutlQok is the Bob and Jackie Galland farm,
which ls managed by their son Roger. That .farm was one of
the hardest hit areas in the infemo that roared through that
community Sunday night.
The G~llands lost two tractors, a spray coupe and one of
the most unique items in Sheridan County--the original
wood school bus with steel wheels, used by Outlook School
80 years ago.
They also lost a 28x50 barn, a house, corrals, plus the
hoses and tires on their air seeder. The Galland farm had
five evergreens growing together, and those 12 foot high
trees were reduced to charred wood, except for the top three
feet of each tree.
Bob Galland tried to find something positive in the
aftermath of the blaze. Galland said the fire moved so fast
that it dldn 't destroy all the machinery on the farm. The
newest of the Gall.ands· three tractors didn't even get
scorched.
,
The Soo Line Railroad tracks run along the fence line of
the Galland farm. There, the bridge trestles under the
tracks were burned as badly as the nearby fence posts.
The DMVW railroad line had distributed new ties between Outlook and Raymond, with rail line repair planned for
the near future. The fire that burned through the tracks has
caused concern about when the rail line will be usable
again .
.. . ~

Fire Scenes--Top right, Outlook at 8 p.m. Sunday. Middle right, the Outlook Post
Office. Lower right, the trestle bridge a mile east of Outlook. Far left, DMVW railroad crew members check
out the scorched train
engines on Monday. Also
shown is Kent Nathe of Redstone, one of the volunteer
firemen who kept a watch on
the smoldering grain at the
Qutlook elevators Monday.
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irboy Whose Voice
ous Recording, Dies at 88
The youth's first reaction was that

By DOUGLAS MARTIN

Ernest Lough, whose pure, silvery
treble voice when he was 15 is preserved on one of history's most
memorable classical recordings,
died on Feb. 22 at his home in Watford, England. He was 88.
His achievement came on March
27, 1927, when he recorded "0, for the
Wings of a Dove," from Mendelssohn's "Hear My Prayer" with the
Temple Church Choir, the choir of
the Church of the Inner Temple, in
London. It was one of the first electric recordings (older records were
made by the acoustic process), and
one of the first made in a church, not
a studio.
The record sold 650,000 copies in
the first six months, according to
EMI Records, and eventually sold
more than five million. Recorded by
the Gramophone Company, which 'His Master s Voice"
became HMV, it has the rare distinction of never being out of the catalog
of available recordings. Mos:-t.1!of~the~----.lHl•~QJllPt~~~~.....~
pmceedS went"to tlOO ~re w ere
the recording was made; Mr. Lough
earned £200.
Compton Mackenzie, reviewing
the recording in the magazine
Gramophone, wrote, "Master Lough,
after his first performance, goes
straight into the classic shelves and
the company of singers like Caruso."
The opera singer Dame Nellie MelThey, too, refused to believe him.
ba complained, "That wretched boy
Invariably known as Fluff, with
has achieved overnight what has takwhich his last name rhymed, Mr.
en me years."
Many remarked upon the young- Lough was born in London on Nov.
ster's unusually rich, even tone, his 17, 1911. He sang in his local parish
control, his complete security of into- church, but failed his audition for
nation and the truth of his emotional Southwark Cathedral. But Dr.
feeling. The admiration grew as the George Thalben-Ball, organist and
remarkable rendition exemplified choir director at Temple Church, acthe new miracle of records: that an cepted him in 1924.
"I don't think my voice had any
instant of sound might capture lisspecial quality," Mr. Lough said
teners• souls forever.
Even as the young Mr. Lough's later, contradicting music lovers
voice changed and he went beyond around the world.
At the time of the recording, Ermusic to adulthood and a career in
advertising, bundles of comics and nest was head boy, or lead singer, of
sweets would be sent to him, usually the choir. He made the recording
by elderly ladies. There seemed a because of three treble soloists, "it
need to view him as an eternal Peter was judged that my voice w~ in the
Pan, and, 40 years later, he was best condition on the day of the resometimes accused of lying when he cording," he said 60 years later.
"We did four or five takes," he
introduced himself.
Others clung to a bizarre legend continued. "One was discarded bethat he died while singing the words cause a child was whistling outside;
"and remain there forever at rest" another because the Temple clock
while making the celebrated record- chimed. I wasn't aware I was making. Two elderly ladies at the Temple ing history. I was so small I had to
Church happened to meet him a stand on a couple of Bibles so the
short while after he made the record- single microphone could pick up my
ing and asked where they could con- voice.
"I was nerve-racked. The trouble
tribute to his memorial fund. "He
- - (' •
died, didn't you know?" asked one_ with-~ - ''No
. ' ''
_....,.,.
4
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An angelic voice that
captured the souls of
worshipful listeners.

it sounded "rather nice," but he

hoped that he would do better the
next time. In fact, he had to make
another version six months after the
record was issued because the master copy wore out. Later there was a
third recording. Mr. Lough always
liked the first one best.
For the next two years that Mr.
Lough sang in the choir, lines were
long for Sunday services that tickets
had to be issued. Some in the congregation stood on their seats to catch a
glimpse of the angelic soloist.
Working with Dr. Thalben-Ball and
the rest of the Temple Choir, the
young Mr. Lough made more than a
dozen recordings during the next
two years. His favorite was Mendelssohn's "Elijah," which he made
early in 1928.
This performance was done in ex-'
traordinary circumstances. After
the choir had finished recording another iece, enp>eers l~~~r ~"M.,, .
un
nJ-mc waxes ieft to
record on. As the choir had to go, Dr.
Thalben-Ball turned to Ernest and
asked if he knew "Hear Ye Israel.''
He did not, but was able to learn it in
a half-hour.
At 20, Mr. Lough took a job making ·
tea and doing packaging in the ad_.
vertising department of HMV, which
had made all his recordings. In the'
marketing department there he met
Ethel Charlton, whom he married in
1938. She survives him.
During World War II Mr. Lough
served in the Fire Service, fighting
fires sparked by bombings. One
night he was called out to his beloved
Temple Church, where, because of a ·
water shortage, he had to watch it '
bum to a charred skeleton.
After the war he worked in advertising for Mather & Crowther, which
later became Ogilvy & Mather. His
accounts included the London Zoo.
His three sons all became choristers and all survive him. He sang .
with his oldest son, Peter, at the 1953
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. His
other sons, Robin and Graham, sang
at Temple Church under the direction of Dr. Thalben-Ball. The younger
sons sang with their father at the
rededication of Temple Church by
the Archbishop of Canterbury in the
presence of the queen in 1958.
Mr. Lough made several recordings as a baritone, but they neither '
pleased him nor captured the imagination of others. But he always insisted that he was glad when his
voice changed, or "just slid down," in
1

•

The MW&s's own weaknesses invited such a
policy from the NP. In anticipation of an NP buy
out, MW&S construction costs had been kept to a
minimum. Engineering for the railroad had been
almost nonexistent, grading had been poorly done,
and construction materials were of low quality.
Moreover, the short line's inferior rolling stock was
largely inadequate for transporting the tremendous
amounts of coal extracted from the Bear Creek
mines. For its part, the NP refused to cooperate
with the smaller railroad, ultimately sealing the fate
of not only the MW&S but also the mines it served.
Bear Creek mine owners needed the MW&S to haul
coal to the Northern Pacific's terminus at Bridger,
where it could then be transshipped and distributed throughout Montana. Without the Montana,
Wyoming & Southern Railroad, Bear Creek's
mines were completely isolated, and for its part,

the short line was almost wholly dependent on the
coal mines for its revenue. More importantly, if
the MW&S failed, so did the coal mines, which constituted an important part of the regional economy.
Thus, the Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad was a weak but integral link in the prosperity
of the Clark's Fork valley. Forced to operate on
its own, the short line did just that for nearly fifty
years, and in the process produced a colorful,
checkered history of financial woes, operational
difficulties, and frustration for almost everyone
connected to the operation. Yet the short line also
contributed to the region's history. Because of the
MW&S, development of the Bear Creek coal mines
went forward, several towns were founded along
the railroad's twenty-one mile route, and thousands of people, many of them European immigrants, made homes in what was one of Montana's
more isolated regions.

Something of a
Nuisance Value
The Montana, Wyoming
& Southern Railroad,
1905-1953
by Jon Axline

When small-time railroad promoter Frank Hall
completed the Montana, Wyoming & Southern
Railroad in igo6, his intentions wen~ not to operate the
south central Montana short line but rather to sell it to
the Northern Pacific for a quick profit. Burned once by
Hall, however, the NP held off-leaving Hall and
subsequent .owners to operate the MW&S on their own,
which they did for almost half a century. In April i939 ,
the Baldwin locomotive pictured at left was in the shop
for repairs to its boiler at Belfry, one of several towns
the MW&S served.
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As the MW&S Railroad tapped rich coal deposits in the Clark's Fork Valley of south central MoPtana it created jobs and local
economies in what had otherwise been an isolated area just north of the Montana-Wyoming line . In addition to the three towns it
created-Belfry, Bearcreek, and Washoe-the railroad generated spur lines to connect the Eagle and International mines to the
MW&S main line, as indicated on the map above.

ilroads w ere not only the wonders of their
age, they were the era's great economic stimuli.
Arrival of the Northern Pacific in Montana in
1883 initiated an almost delirious period of economic
investment and speculation. Railroads made it possible
to explo~t rich mineral deposits in western Montana
and caused an intensive boom in the cattle industry in
the eastern part of the territory.
A number oflate-nineteenth-century entrepreneurs,
among them former Montana territorial governor and
railroad speculator Samuel Hauser, saw the NP as an
opportunity to increase their wealth by promoting and
sometimes even constructing speculative railroad ventures. While acting as an agent for the Northern Pacific, Hauser incorporated six short line mining
railroads in western Montana, all of which the NP had

R

purchased from him by 1889. Such promotional
schemes diminished during the economic depression
of the 1890s, but they resurfaced in the first decade of
the twentieth century as the nation's financial health
improved. Mining depended heavily on the railroads,
and most short line ventures involved mining centers.
Indeed, of the sixteen independent short lines acquired
by the Northern Pacific in Montana by 1921, promoters created all but two to serve mining districts. 2
Although not associated with Hauser, the Montana,
Wyoming & Southern Railroad was similar to the
speculative ventures he and other capitalists concocted
as promotional schemes. But while Hauser built railroads to established mining camps, the MW&S made
commercial development at Bear Creek possible and
actually created communities as it passed through the

1. This short line, called the Yellowstone Park Railway, should
not be confused with the Yellowstone Park Railroad that became the
MW&S. Probably neither had intentions of building to the park, but
instead used the name to entice investors.
2. In all the NP had acquired thirteen short line railroads before
1921. See Michael P. Malone, Richard B. Roeder, and William L. Lang,
Montana: A History of Two Centuries, rev. ed. (Seattle, 1991), 172;
Louis Tuck Renz, The History of the Northern Pacific Railroad
(Fairfield, Wash., 1980), 153-58; Donald B. Robertson, Encyclopedia
of Western Railroad History, 3 vols. (Dallas, Tex., 1991), 2:278-346.

3. Paul Anderson, Definition and Evaluation of the Bear Creek
Mining District, Carbon County, Montana, (Butte, Mont., 1993), 10;
Jon Axline, Bearcreek-East and West, Montana Department ofTransportation, Cultural Resource Inventory and Evaluation (Helena,
Mont., 1991), 4; Shirley Zupan and Harry J. Owens, Red Lodge: Saga
of a Western Area (Red Lodge, Mont., 1979), 3, 129.
4. Anderson, Bear Creek Mining District, 1O; Zupan and Owens,
Red Lodge, 129-30; Renz, History of the Northern Pacific, 15 7-58;
Robert A. Chadwick, "Coal: Montana's Prosaic Treasure," Montana
The Magazine of Western History, 23 (Autumn 1973), 25.

50

T

he Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad (Mw&s), a privately

owned south central Montana short line,
was built in the early 1900s and operated for nearly
fifty years. Ironically, it was never intended to do
so. Envisioned as one more speculative western
railroad venture, the MW&S, initially known as the
Yellowstone Park Railroad (YPRR) had one purpose: buy out. Completed in 1906, the MW&S's
buyer was supposed to have been the Northern
Pacific Railroad (NP), and the short line's primary
objective was to make quick profits for its promoters and stockholders. The MW&s's owners hoped
south central Montana's vast quantities of highgrade coal, concentrated in the Clark's Fork valley in Carbon County and especially along a small
stream called Bear Creek, would entice the NP to
buy. Bear Creek's high-grade coal made NP locomotives run more efficiently, and it was ideal for
the thousands of Montana homes that relied entirely on such fuel for heat.
Although it never acquired the short line, the
Northern Pacific, a railroad that dominated the
transportation industry in much of Montana, was

interested in the MW&S and the mines it would
serve. Construction on the MW&S began in late 1905
and was completed in autumn the following year,
but the NP refused to buy it. In part, the involvement of a small-time railroad promoter named
Frank Hall cooled the NP's interest. A few years
earlier, Hall had built a similar competing line that
ran between the coal mines on Trail Creek and
Brisin, located south of Livingston. 1 On the day
of its completion, December 5, 1898, the Northern Pacific, which operated a parallel line, acquired
the railway from Hall. Burned once, the NP guarded
against recurrence, and though it showed periodic
interest in the MW&S, the NP would never buy Hall's
second rail line venture. Instead, because the MW&s's
single outlet to· the wider world was through the
NP, the larger corporation attempted to control the
short line without actually acquiring it.
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FRANK RzECZKOWSKI

sions by miners. The Crows viewed the army as a potential ally in driving the Sioux out of the Powder River
country, but they viewed miners in much the same way
they viewed the Sioux-as intruders and trespassers.
Most Crow actions during the Bozeman Trail conflict
were based on self-interest, not sympathy or identification with either whites or the Sioux. The middle
ground the Crows sought to occupy during the initial
stages of the conflict did not result from indecision on
their part. Rather, neutrality was a conscious response
to existing circumstances. Neutrality-albeit a neutrality
weighted towards the United States-gave the Crows
a measure of freedom in their movements and relief from
the threat of attacks by the Sioux and their allies. It
was only when the Sioux lost patience with the Crows
and resumed raids that the tribe was forced to choose
sides, and even then, the Crows' decision did not reflect an abiding friendship for the whites but rather their
conclusion that the Sioux posed the more immediate
threat.
Like all peoples, the Crows sought to control their
own destiny. The significance of the Bozeman Trail in
Crow history is that for the first time the Crows found

themselves in close contact with an alien culture (that
of the whites) which threatened control of the Crows'
society and its future. For the Crows, the Bozeman Trail
introduced them to a relationship that would profoundly affect the tribe in coming decades. ~

FRANK RZECZKOWSKI is a doctoral student in history at Northwestern University. He earned a master's
degree in history at the University of North Dakota and
has presented several papers on the subject of nineteenth-century intertribal relations, including '"Catalyst to Change: lntertribal Relations and the Bozeman
Trail" at the Bozeman Trail Heritage Conference held
in Bozeman in July 1999. This article won the 1996
Merrill Burlingame-K. Ross Toole Award for best
graduate student manuscript submitted to Montana The

Magazine of Western History.

Life changed radically for the Crows as a result of the
events of the i8.6os. By then the Crow leader depicted by
Rudolph Frederich Kurz in a drawing he titled, "probably
Rottentail," on October 26, i851 (right), would have been
trying desperately to protect Crow country and the life that
it provided for his tribe . Below is a view of Bighorn
Canyon, on the present Crow Reservation but now
inundated by Bighorn Reservoir.
From Journal of Rudolph Frederich Kurz, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau
of American Ethnology, Bulletin 115 (Washington, D.C., 1937), plate 48
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Clark's Fork valley. As a result, the MW&S had a profound impact on how south central Montana developed.
Coal was known to exist in the Bear Creek/Red
Lodge area long before Hauser and Frank Hall began
thinking of railroad ventures. Initial discovery of the
black fuel occurred there in 1866 when pioneer prospector "Yankee Jim" George discovered outcrops on
Rock Creek near Red Lodge. There was no market for
the coal and the area was part of the Crow Indian Reservation, so the deposits remained undeveloped. 3
The coming of the Northern Pacific Railroad
changed all that. When the NP crossed the Yellowstone
valley in 1882, it obtained coal from mines on Bozeman
Pass. That coal was of poor quality, however, and by
the late 1880s the company was looking elsewhere for
fuel. With the Anaconda Copper Mining Company's
construction of a coal-powered smelter in Anaconda
in 1883 and increasing use of coal for domestic homeheating, demand for good-quality coal grew dramatically. Meanwhile, the Crow Indians ceded the Red
Lodge area in 1882, making it possible to exploit Bear
Creek's coal.
In 1887, a syndicate of five capitalists, including
Hauser and Northern Pacific president Henry Villard,
formed the Rocky Fork Coal Company and opened
mines along Rock Creek at Red Lodge. That same year,
Billings railroad promoter Thomas Oakes incorporated
the Rocky Fork & Cooke City Railroad to haul coal
extracted from the Red Lodge mines. By 1888, however, Hauser and his associates had gained control of
the Rocky Fork/Cooke City short line, and they sold it
to the NP in 1890. Over the next four decades, the NP
utilized the coal to fuel its locomotives in Montana and
North Dakota. But even higher grade coal could be
obtained only a few miles east of Red Lodge at Bear
Creek. 4
As early as 1888 local ranchers had mined small
amounts of coal-illegally as it was located on reservation land-in the Bear Creek drainage, but the steep
divide between Red Lodge and Bear Creek prevented
large-scale exploitation. By the early 1890s, however,
Red Lodge entrepreneurs established several small
mines, called wagon mines, in the Bear Creek drainage to provide coal for home-heating in Red Lodge.
Sensing Bear Creek's potential, a group of Billings businessmen headed by Philip Gallaher and Peter and
Christian Yegen formed to develop the area's resources.

5. Anderson, Bear Creek Mining District, 10-11; Philip Gallaher
to]. W. Kendrick, NP general manager, August 22, 1896, file 247,
General Correspondence (hereafter NP Corresp.), Northern Pacific
Railway Company Archives (hereafter NP Archives), Minnesota State
Historical Society, St. Paul. On Philip Gallaher and Christian and
Peter Yegen, see Progressive Men of the State of Montana (Chicago,
1902), 1,253-54, 1,879.

Gallaher came to Montana in 1882 and did surveying
work with J. 0. Hudnut in central Montana and, in
1893, one of the first boundary surveys for Yellowstone
National Park. An engineer, ranchman, and "railroad
constructionist," Gallaher became involved in a plan
to build a railroad from Billings to Cooke City. When
that deal fell through, he opened the first commercial
coal mine in the Bear Creek district with George T.
Lamport and brothers Peter and Christian Y egen. The
Y egens arrived in Billings in 1882 and established a
prosperous grocery business before expanding into
other enterprises, including banking, ranching, and
mmmg.

y the mid-189os, Gallaher and the Yegens

B

had interests in Bear Creek coal and consequently tried to stimulate Northern Pacific interest in building to the district. In a letter to NP General Manager J. W. Kendrick in August 1896, Gallaher
observed that while mining in the district was well underway the mines could not achieve their full potential
without a railroad. Steep grades and unstable soil made
building a line from Red Lodge over the divide technically unfeasible, so promoters sought access to the
mines through the Clark's Fork River valley and the
promising new mining community of Bridger. 5
Hoping to fuel his smelter and mining operations at
Butte, Copper King and financier William A. Clark
perceived the potential of the Bridger area's high-grade
coal and successfully lobbied the NP to construct a
branch line to the community in 1898. In his agreement with the railroad, Clark paid for the right-of-way
and constructed the grade, bridges, and trackside coal
bins. In return, the NP laid the track and operated and
maintained the line. As an added incentive, the railroad also reduced the fee it charged the coal company
to weigh their railcars at Bridger and to prepare bills
of lading. 6
Gallaher, who in 1897 had opened a sizeable commercial coal mine on Bear Creek with Boston railroad
and mining entrepreneur Elijah Smith and Lamport,
then county surveyor, sought similar consideration from
the Northern Pacific. Named for Elijah Smith, the mine
produced about six thousand tons of high-grade coal
annually, which caught the attention of Northern Pacific field personnel, who vigorously urged company
6. Walter Cooper to Kendrick, October 16, 1897, file 248, NP
Corresp.; C. S. Mellen, NP president, to William A. Clark, December 23, 1897, file 261, President Subject File, NP Archives (hereafter PF 261); Clark to Mellen,July24, 1898,ibid; [unknown] to George
G. Hough, Bridger Coal Company, November 10, 1904, ibid; Zupan
and Owens, Red Lodge, 267-68; Red Lodge Picket, February 1907.
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executives to approve building a line to the mine. Smith
and the NP, however, had had a stormy relationship
over the years, and NP president Charles Mellen, a career railroad man, steadfastly refused to consider the
proposition. Instead, he placated both his associates
and the mine owners by ordering a preliminary survey
for a line to the Smith Mine in early 1898. 7
In February 1898, Smith offered to acquire rightof-way and begin construction of a branch line railroad
from Bridger to Bear Creek. Citing the NP's deal with
William Clark, Smith proposed a rebate that would
allow him to recoup construction expenses and, eventually, transfer ownership of the road to the Northern
Pacific. To counter Smith, Mellen instructed the NP's
real estate subsidiary, the Northwestern Improvement
Company, to begin acquiring land in the vicinity of the
Smith Mine. By mid-1899, the railroad owned nearly
460 acres of coal land-acquired for them by Philip
Gallaher-with an option on an additional 1,569 acres
in the district. Mellen then offered to buy the Smith
Mine, but Smith refused, believing the property would
be worth more when the railroad arrived. 8
While interested in the coalfields, the Northern Pacific was unwilling to acquire the right-of-way and necessary mine patents. Instead, the railroad approached
Anaconda mining tycoon Marcus Daly, who used coal
to fuel his smelter operations in Anaconda. The NP
wanted Daly to acquire coal land in Bear Creek on its
behalf. Perhaps sensing the future of the mining district, Northern Pacific vice president J. W. Kendrick
reflected that the Bear Creek coal mines were doomed
without the railroad's support. Just months prior to his
death, Daly asked Kendrick to acquire land in the district with the promise that he would "take hold" of it
when secured. Daly's death in November 1899, however, and Great Northern Railway founder James J.
Hill's impending purchase of the NP, delayed the

railroad's plans to monopolize the Bear Creek coalfields
until after the turn of the century. Indeed, not until
October 1902 did Mellen again order a survey for the
route to the Bear Creek mines. Within a few months of
that decision, however, the NP's plans for Bear Creek
fell victim to national politics, specifically to President
Theodore Roosevelt's trust-busting. As the Northern
Securities Company, the NP's parent corporation, and
the federal government became embroiled in antitrust
litigation, NP ambitions were blunted, and Mellen canceled all plans for construction of a branch line to Bear
Creek. 9
When it became obvious to Smith and his partners
that the Northern Pacific was not going to build into
the mining district in the foreseeable future, they looked
elsewhere and seemed to find what they were looking
for in Frank Hall. Hall, a professional although not always ethical promoter with considerable experience in
building railroads, was outgoing and somewhat of a
publicity hound. Nonetheless, his background remains
obscure. Prior to his involvement with the Bear Creek
mine owners, Hall, as noted, had promoted the Trail
Creek-to-Bozeman Pass short line, which the NP had
leased from Hall just days after the first locomotive
negotiated the road. Hall then turned to constructing
a telephone line in Park and Gallatin counties, but
opposition from the Bell Telephone Company forced
him to abandon the project. When Smith, Gallaher,
and Lamport approached him, Hall was residing in
Livingston. 10
As envisioned by Hall and others, the proposed railroad would consist of a line from the Northern Pacific
terminus at Bridger through the Clark's Fork River
valley to the gold mines near Cooke City. Discovered
in the 186os by Horn Miller and Bart Henderson, the
Cooke City-area mines, under the guidance of mining
promoter Professor Gottwerth "Doc" Tanzer, began

The Smith Mine, established by Elijah Smith in i897, supplied much-needed revenues for the
Wi.th the mine capable of producing some six thousand tons of high-grade coal per year,
Smith turned first to the Northern Pacific for rail service and then to Frank Hall and the MW&S,
whose coal cars sit on the Smith Mine tipple in the photograph below taken in the early i94os .
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experiencing a revival in 1904. The syndicate's plans
included building a smelter complex at the mouth of
Bear Creek to process ore mined near Cooke City. Fuel
for the smelters-coal from Bear Creek eight miles to
the west-would be delivered to the complex by a railroad branch line.11
Despite the elaborate plans, Hall and the others
struggled to finance the project. Besides the coal mine
owners, they could interest only the Y egen brothers of
Billings, who controlled the Bear Creek Coal Company
mine, owned several ranches in the Clark's Fork and
Yellowstone valleys, and maintained an interest in the
Amalgamated Copper Company. 12 Hall's questionable
reputation dampened interest among other prominent
Montana capitalists, although he did manage to stimulate interest among a small number of Pennsylvania
tobacco farmers and minor entrepreneurs in that state,
including a group headed by Dr. 0. M. Belfry and
George Heisey of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. After touring the Red Lodge area injanuary 1905 with Hall and
Gallaher, Belfry and Heisey deposited enough money
in the Carbon County Bank to conduct a survey and
pay for right-of-way acquisition. 13
With their plans on hold, Northern Pacific officials
could only monitor Hall's efforts in the Clark's Fork
valley, but they sent an agent to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to investigate Hall's principle investors there.
Unable to discover much about Belfry, an NP agent repo·rted of Heisey:

enterprises, some of which have been successful and
others have not. He is reported to have a fair amount
of ability and has made some money, but doesn't
command any very great amount of capital.

If the NP was not impressed, other Bear Creek mining
companies were. They knew railroad connection meant
expansion of their operations into economically profitable ventures, and they offered financial incentives to
investors in Hall's enterprise including free use of the
mine yards for trackage and lower prices on coal for
locomotives By early 1905, the project was ready to
proceed. 14

Mr. George R. Heisey ... doesn't seem to cut very
much ice. He is an attorney in Lancaster ... and
appears to have been in a number of commercial

orking through the Lancaster-based
Farmer's Trust Company, Hall, Bear Creek
oal Company treasurer Bert Vaill, andjames
F. Rich, a real estate speculator, acquired necessary
right-of-way between Bridger and the Bear Creek mines.
Avoiding the more valuable croplands adjacent to the
river, the syndicate purchased land from twenty-eight
property owners on a bench west of the Clark's Fork
River. The company paid $,'),227 for the right-of-way
at an average cost of $65 per parcel. As added inducement, the Y egen brothers donated land within the Bear
Creek Coal Company mine yard and promised to help
finance construction of the line to the property. In exchange, Hall guaranteed the Y egens reduced freight
rates. Bear Creek ranchers George Lamport and Robert Leavens granted access across their properties, and
in return received the right to construct spur lines. 15

7. Kendrick to Mellen, October 16, 1897, PF 261. On Elijah
Smith's relationship with the NP, see Renz, History of the Northern
Pacific, 118, 135-36, 138, 164.
8. Elijah Smith, Montana Coal & Iron Company, to Mellen, February 7, 1898, folder 5, file 269-A, President's File, NP Archives
(hereafter PF 269-A); E. H. Harry to Mellen, February 15, 1898, PF
261; Mellen to B. F. Bush, July 5, 1899, file 248, NP Corresp.; C. A.
Sharkey to Howard Elliott, NP president, March 25, 1905, folder 5,
PF 269-A; Renz, History of the Northern Pacific, 202.
9. Kendrick to Marcus Daly, August 14, 1899, file 248, NP
Corresp.; Daly to Kendrick, August 22, 1899, ibid; E.J. Pearson, NP
acting chief engineer, to Elliott, January 19, 1904, folder 5, PF 269A; Malone, Roeder, and Lang, Montana, 182-83.
10. It is not clear if Frank Hall sold out to the telephone company-he does not appear in the 1900 census records. Robertson,
Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History, 2:346; William Romek
Reminiscence, SC 1453 (hereafter Romek Reminiscence), Montana
Historical Society Archives, Helena (hereafter MHS).
U. Articles of Incorporation (amended), Yellowstone Park Railroad Company (hereafter YPRRArticles), August 28, 1905, file 113,
Clerk and Recorder's Office, Carbon County Courthouse, Red Lodge,
Montana (hereafter Clerk and Recorder's Office); Thomas T. Taber,
"Shortlines of the Treasure State: The Histories of the Independently
Operated Shortlines of Montana,'' unpublished manuscript, p. 2,
1960, MHS; Lynn Fredlund, et al., Cultural Resource Inventory and
Assessment: The Ne'fJJ World Mining Project. Park County, Montana,

(Butte, Mont., 1990), 29-30; Romek Reminiscence; Paul Anderson,
'"There Is Something Wrong Down Here': The Smith Mine Disaster, Bearcreek, Montana, 1943," Montana The Magazine of Western
History, 38 (Spring 1988), 4.
12. ]. F. Menzies, Northwestern Improvement Company, to C.R.
Claghorn, NP general manager, May 5, 1905, folder 3, PF 269-A;
Elliott to]. M. Hannaford, NP second vice president, July 10, 1905,
folder 4, ibid; Progressive Men, 1,879.
13. Kay Ewing, "History of Belfry, Montana: As Written in 1938,''
unpublished manuscript, Carbon County Historical Society, Red
Lodge, Montana; Menzies to Claghorn, May 5, 1905, folder 5, PF
269-A; Sharkey to Hannaford, 2 August 22, 1905, folder 4, ibid.
14. [Unknown] to Elliott, August 28, 1905, folder 4, PF 269-A;
Anderson, Bear Creek Mining District, 13.
15. After every right-of-way transaction, Hall promptly turned
ownership over to YPRR. YPRR's rival, NP-owned Bear Creek &
Westhn Railway, paid $50 to $200 an acre for right-of-way between
Bridger and Bearcreek. Menzies to Claghorn, May 5, 1905, folder 5,
PF 269-A; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 3-4; [unknown],
general manager, to Elliott, March 6, 1907, folder 3, PF 269-A; [unknown] to Elliott, May 28, 1909, folder 4, ibid.; W. H. Gemmell to
Elliott,July 22, 1907, folder 3, ibid.; Miscellaneous Book 2, pp. 177226, 265-67, Clerk and Recorder's Office; Deed Books 11, 23, ibid.;
Certification of Agent, YPRR Articles, August 28, 1905, file 115,
ibid.; R. L. Polk and Co. 's Billings and Red Lodge City Directory and
Yellowstone and Carbon County Directory (Helena, Mont., 1907).
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With the necessary right-of-way in hand, the railroad, known as the Yellowstone Park Railroad (YPRR),
incorporated in Augusta, Maine, on May 17, 1905. Although corporate headquarters were located in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, local operations centered at
Bridger, Montana. The YPRRissued $3 million in bonds
for construction and acquisition of locomotives and
rolling stock. Lancaster-area tobacco farmers purchased
most of the company's stock and bonds but held no
voting rights, a privilege reserved for a seven-member
board of directors. Hall and Heisey headed the development company and used only a fraction of the money
for construction, issuing most of the stock free to the
bondholders. It all looked good on paper, but the directors expected the NP to acquire the short line soon
after completion. In reality, finances were far from solid,
and within two years the railroad was forced into receivership .16

ven before construction was completed,

E

Hall tried to sell the railroad to the Northern
Pacific. Believing Hall would not see the project
through, the NP ignored his offers and pushed its own
plans to build a railroad to Bear Creek. NP president
Howard Elliott, who replaced Mellen in 1903, believed
Hall's railroad was "simply a plan to build something
that will have a nuisance value." Still, he directed several of his employees to report quietly on Hall's
progress, cautioning his spies, however, that overt interest in the short line "might indicate too great anxiety on our part." 17 One spy, Northwestern Improvement Company agent]. F. Menzies, confirmed Elliott's
suspicions: "One interested party made the remark that
he thought they [Hall, Belfry, and Heisey] were getting the right-of-way and doing the work with a view
of forcing the Northern Pacific to buy them out." 18
Kept abreast by his agents, Elliott often wrote about
acquiring the YPRR, but officially the NP kept its distance. Throughout his years as president, from 1903
to 1913, Elliott refused to consider any kind of rate
16. Robertson, Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History, 2:329;
YPRR Articles, August 28, 1905, file 112, Clerk & Recorder's Office; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 2;]. G. Woodworth,
"Yellowstone Park Railroad," July 29, 1907, memorandum, folder
4, PF 269-A.
17. Frank Hall, YPRR president, to Elliott, October 16, 1906,
folder 3, PF 269-A; [unknown) to Elliott, March 6, 1907, ibid; Elliott
to Hannaford, July 10, 1905, folder 4, ibid.
18. Howard Elliott began his career with the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Railroad in 1881 and succeeded Charles Mellen as NP
president in 1903. Renz, History of the Northern Pacific, 213; Elliott
to C. W. Bunn, NP general counsel,July 10, 1905, folder 4, PF 269A; Elliott to D.S. LaMont, NP vice president, July 10, 1905, ibid.;
Menzies to Claghorn, May 5, 1905, folder 5, ibid . .
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agreement or provide Hall's railroad with sufficient coal
cars to keep the mines operating at full capacity. He
even proved uncooperative in transferring passengers
from the YPRR depot in Bridger to the Northern Pacific's
station two hundred feet away. But privately, Elliott
brooded, especially about Hall. Indeed, his letters to
the NP's New York offices frequently grew vehement in
their condemnation of the promoter. "Hall is being sued
for debt in Montana," Elliott wrote of Hall's problems
with Christian Y egen at one point,
and it is inconceivable that any reputable businessman would go into his enterprise without finding
the real facts. He is telling around that Colonel
[Daniel S.] Lamont has promised friendly relations
with the [Northern Pacific], but this is not true. He
was told by me that we would have no relations with
him that we were not obliged to have; and when in
New York, I believe that he did not even see Colonel Lamont as I was there at the time. 19
With its connections to eastern banking firms, the
NP thwarted Hall's attempts to draw support from major financial institutions. Forced to rely on individuals
and small syndicates for capital, Hall and his associates promoted the YPRR to potential investors in Colorado, Missouri, and New York. They assembled
minimal monetary resources, but the YPRR's board of
directors initiated construction in mid-1905 anyway. 20
Grading of the roadbed was completed in early autumn
1905, and ajapanese construction crew under contract
to E. W. Logan and Joe Hunt of Gebo, Montana, began laying rails in late October. The line reached Belfry in January 1906, where the YPRR established its
headquarters, then was extended to the Yegen brothers' Bear Creek Coal Company mine. (YPRR promoters
had originally planned to locate their headquarters in
Bridger, but land for a shop, depot, and roundhouse
could not be had economically.) Completed in August,
the twenty-one mile road included two spur lines,
twenty-five timber bridges, depots at Belfry and
Bridger, two warehouses, and two roundhouse stalls.
Construction costs exceeded $400,000, plus another
19. Elliott to Bunn, July 10, 1905, folder 4, President File 269-A.
20. Sharkey to Hannaford, August 22, 1905, ibid.
21. The YPRR cost $401,305 to build, or $15,925 per mile. Considering the route crossed no rivers and encountered only a ninehundred-foot elevation gain, the cost appears high until it is com• pared with the twenty-mile-long White Sulphur Springs &
Yellowstone Park Railroad in Meagher County, constructed in 1910
over similar terrain for $249,448, or about $12,930 per mile. Carbon
County Gazette, June 29, December 29, 1905; Bridger Times, November 12, 1925; L. M. Perkins, NP assistant engineer, to W. L.
Darling, NP chief engineer, March 1, 1907, file 537, ChiefEngineer
Subject File, NP Corresp.; Gemmel to Elliott, July 22, 1907, folder
3, PF 269-A; Robertson, Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History,
2:328-29, 346; Carbon County Republican, May 25, 1906; Robertson,
Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History, 2:346.

Belfry, the first town established as a result of Frank
Hall's venture, was located at the mouth of Bear
Creek. Named after Dr. 0. M. Belfry, a founder of
the Yellowstone Park Railroad (YPRR), which
became the Montana, Wyoming & Southern in
igog, Belfry was founded in summer igo5. To
service the MW&S , the short line built such facilities
as the depot (right, circa ig3os), which included
living quarters for the president and some
employees, a shop, and a rail yard.

$150,000 to equip. The YPRR owned two locomotives
and one hundred coal cars painted yellow to distinguish them from the NP's dark brown rolling stock. 21
Cost-cutting in preparing the grade and purchasing
rails handicapped the branch line in ensuing years. For
much of the route, rails were laid directly on a grade
with little or no ballast, and in areas that required ballast the builders used coal slack to level the tracks. In
wet weather, the slack afforded poor drainage, causing
the tracks, as one observer put it, to ''squish out under
the weight of the coal trains." As for the rails, instead
of using the standard ninety-pound steel rail common
to most industrial gauge railroads, YPRR management
chose a lighter, sixty-pound rail. Moreover, nearly a
quarter of the track consisted of used rails. Subject to
kinking when exposed to direct sun, the lighter rails
contributed to numerous derailments. As one Belfry
resident commented cynically: "The excitement of an
occasional wreck brought diversity to the lives of the
pioneer railroaders." Despite the poor grade and inferior tracks, there were surprisingly few accidents or
injuries. In 1922, after nearly twenty years of operation, the railroad had had only three fatalities among
its employees. Two of the deaths, however, were attributable to the railroad's deficiencies. 22
Despite its failings, construction of the YPRR led to
the founding of three new communities. One was Belfry. In July 1905 Hall, Vaill, and Rich purchased forty
acres of irrigated farmland at the mouth of Bear Creek
for the purpose. In addition, they formed the Belfry
Townsite Company to sell lots to railroad employees.
In early 1906, the directors authorized a platted com22. Two men, H. McKinsey and Ed Kose, were killed in derailments. The circumstances of Pat Dolan's death are unknown. Bridger
Ti'mes, November 12, 1925; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State,''
3-4; [unknown], general manager, to Elliott, March 6, 1907, folder
3, PF 269-A; Perkins to Darling, March 1, 1907, file 537, Chief
Engineer Subject File, NP Corresp.; Gemmel to Elliott,July 22, 1907,
folder 3, PF 269-A.
23. The farmland, known as Silvertip Flat, was purchased from
John Woodcock on July 10, 1905 for $1 ,600. Montana Land Tract

munity and named it for YPRR founder Dr. 0. M. Belfry. By 1910, only 17 of Belfry's 179 residents worked
for the railroad; the remainder consisted of families and
those employed in service industries. Belfry drew its
population primarily from the Midwest, but four of the
railroad's section hands were Japanese immigrants formerly employed by the NP in Park County. 23
The town of Bearcreek also owed its origins to the
short line. In 1905, George Lamport, a General Land
Office surveyor and Bearcreek rancher, his wife
Lodenia, and their daughter and son-in-law, Robert and
Ella Leavens, formed the Bearcreek Town and Improvement Company and platted the city of Bearcreek. Because of its proximity to the coal mines, Bearcreek
quickly became an important economic and social center in Carbon County. Like many mining camps, the
labor force consisted largely of unmarried immigrants
who worked together in the mines but associated outside work in groups based on ethnic origins. Within
two years of its founding, Bearcreek had 1,200 residents,
including 290 miners. 24
Because a number of corporations and small-time
operators owned mines there, Bearcreek never became
a company town like its neighbor, Washoe. Established
and managed by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company (AcM), Washoe was nonetheless sustained over
the years by the YPRR. 25 The Washoe Coal Company, a
subsidiary of ACM, established the community of
Washoe in 1907 to house miners who worked in the
nearby mines and their families. After the railroad arrived in 1909, the Washoe mines shipped 1,200 tons of
Books, microfilm, p. 209, vol. 72, MHS; Bridger Times, November
12, 1925; Deed Book 11, Clerk and Recorder's Office; Certification
of Incorporation of Belfry Townsite Company, Articles oflncorporation,July 17, 1905, file 111, Clerk and Recorder's Office; Bureau
of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910 (Washington, D.C., 1912-1913); Red Lodge Picket, February 1907; Bridger
Times, December 20 , 1912.
24. Axline, Bearcreek, 4-6.
25. Ibid., 4-9; Faye Kuhlman, Bearcreek, Montana (Bearcreek,
Mont., 1972), 1, 3.
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Like Belfry, Bearcreek owed its
existence to the MW&S . Photographed
from the upper-middle-class
neighborhood called High Bug,
Bearcreek (left, 1918) quickly became
an important economic and social
center with a population of some
1,200 people by 1907, many
unmarried immigrants who worked
in the nearby mines.

coal per day over the YPRR, indicating that the company coal mine never lacked for railcars. Demand for
Washoe coal declined dramatically, however, when the
ACM formed the Montana Power Company in 1912 and
began developing hydroelectric power. One of ACM's
mines was forced to close and production in another
was sharply curtailed. Washoe's proximity to the Smith
and Smokeless & Sootless mines helped sustain the
community's population for awhile, but by the late
1920s Washoe's population was in moderate decline.
By 1930, the town and surrounding area claimed 672
residents. Its post office held on until 1959, then closed.
Today, little remains of the ACM's only company town
in south central Montana. 26
All began well enough for the YPRR, meanwhile. Its
first coal shipment passed through Belfry from the Bear
Creek Coal Company mine on August 22, 1906. With
financial incentives from the coal companies, the railroad soon extended its line to the Montana Coal & Iron
Company's Smith Mine, the Smokeless & Sootless
Company works, the International Company mine, and
the Anaconda Company's mines at Washoe. But all did
not stay well. Although the short line provided statewide access to Bear Cree·k coal, the district's mine
owners were unconvinced that the YPRR could meet the
demands they placed on it, and the policies of NP president Elliott further undermined the short line's credibility. 27
Unwilling to cooperate with the short line, the NP
frequently shorted the number of coal cars available to
Bear Creek. Consequently, the district's five active coal
companies never operated at full capacity and could
employ miners only as needed. The YPRR's first locomotives, moreover, could handle no more than twelve
cars at a time. They had to make numerous runs to the •

mines, which caused higher fuel and maintenance costs.
These in turn were passed on to the mine owners in
the form of higher rates. Having cheered the YPRR's arrival initially, the mine owners, with the exception of
the Y egens, had been careful not to deed ownership of
mine yard tracks to the short line. The fact that Elijah
Smith and other mine owners were urging the NP to
build a line into the Bear Creek District as early as mid1907 is even more telling. As incentive, Smith and his
fellow mine owners offered to lease the mine yards to
the NP if the NP would build to them. 28 The Northern
Pacific, which was experiencing financial problems,
spurned the offer.
Meanwhile, the short line's financial structure began to crumble. Hall financed a portion of the YPRR by
issuing bonds to five Bear Creek coal companies. Christian and Peter Y egen, owners of the Y egen Brothers
Savings Bank in Billings, funded construction of t.h e
railroad to its mining property in 1906, but when the
Y egens demanded payment of $36,056 for the track in
March 1907 the YPRR had no money to pay them. Represented by congressional candidate Thomas J. Walsh,
the Y egens sued the railroad for nonpayment. The YPRR
alleged that the Y egens had defaulted on the contract
by not providing rails at the time specified, but a judge
ruled in the Yegens' favor and the bank advertised the
railroad for sale in July 1907. At the last moment, however, the Y egens granted Hall a six-month extension. 29
Even with the reprieve, Hall was unable to secure
financing from his Pennsylvania backers. Indeed, Hall
was in trouble with his other investors as well. Henry
Tudor, Rufus Sewall, and Allen Fay of Massachusetts
sued Hall and the Lancaster Trust Company for nonpayment of interest and principal due on the bonds issued injuly 1906. The Lancaster Company refused to

26. Anderson, Bear Creek Mining District, 66-67; Claghorn to
Elliott, March 6, 1907, folder 3 , PF 269-A; Zupan and Owens, R ed
Lodge, 269.
27. Red Lodge Picket, February 1907; [unknown] to Elliott, March
6, 1907, folder 3, PF 269-A; [unknown] to Elliott, May 28, 1909,
folder 4, ibid; Taber, " Shortlines of the Treasure State," 1, 4.

28. James]. Hill to Elliott, March 6, 1907, file 326, NP Corresp.;
Elliott to Hill, October 28, 1907, ibid.; Montana Railroad Commission, Coal Situation Report, 1912; Elliott to G. A. Goodell, NP general superintendent, May 5, 1909, folder 2, PF 269-A; [unknown] to
Elliott, March 6, 1907, file 326, NP Corresp.; Taber, "Shortlines of
the Treasure State," 9.
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Washoe, shown at right, circa i910, was the third
community the MW&S helped create. The
Anaconda Copper Mining Company's only
company town in south central Montana, Washoe
flourished in the early i9oos but was in clear
decline by the i920s, a victim of ACM's
development of hydroelectric power. Its post
office closed in i959, and virtually all vestiges of
the town were gone well before its site was
photographed again in i993 (below).

foreclose on the YPRR, however, and the Yegens' bank
and the Massachusetts interests eventually reached an
accommodation, which included appointment of Christian Yegen to the railroad's board of directors. The deal
restored solvency and resolved the crisis temporarily,
but by this time Christian Y egen mistrusted Hall and
lobbied the board for his removal. Y egen failed to oust
Hall, but Hall's precarious position invited another crisis, and one was soon instigated, this time by the NP. 30
Perhaps sensing an opportunity to acquire the railroad based on its shaky finances and unstable management, the Northern Pacific attacked the YPRR at its most
vulnerable spot-its precarious relationship with the
five Bear Creek coal companies.James N. Hill, James
J. Hill's firstborn son and NP vice ·president, wrote to
NP's Elliott in October 1907 that Hill's Great Northern
Railway was in the "market for Mr. Hall's road at panic
prices." Hill suggested that Elliott withhold coal cars
from the beleaguered YPRR to force Hall to sell out.
Though he later denied it to the Montana Railroad
Commission, Elliott instructed the Montana division
superintendent at Livingston to "keep down the supply of cars for Mr. Hall's road to the very lowest point
29. Clarke Fork Herald, June 27,July 4, 1907; William Wallace,
division counsel, to Elliott, June 7, 1907, folder 3, PF 269-A; Taber,
"Shortlines of the Treasure State,'' 4.
30. Clarke Fork Herald, April 18, July 4, 11 , 1907; Wallace to
Elliott, June 7, 1907, folder 3, PF 269-A.

possible" and added "say nothing to anybody about it or the reasons for it." Because
the coal being mined south of the
Yellowstone River near Forsyth in the Rosebud Creek drainage was relatively simple
to extract and was easily accessible to the
NP through its affiliated company, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, the
NP diverted its coal hoppers to the coalfields
there and delivered a minimum of cars to
the YPRR. 31
Undaunted, Hall leased one hundred railcars from the ACM-owned Butte, Anaconda &
Pacific Railroad. The ACM was not particularly supportive of Hall, but its Washoe properties gave it a vested
interest in the Bear Creek mines, and the company
sought to protect them. Bear Creek's high-grade coal
fueled the smelters in Anaconda and Great Falls and
provided home heating along the High Line. For his
part, Hall was well aware of the ACM's political and economic domination in Montana and thus cultivated what
could be a powerful ally. Although its support was halfhearted, ACM occasionally petitioned the Montana Railroad Commission on behalf of the MW&s, and the
problems were almost always resolved in favor of the
short line. 32
Whatever minimal impact the NP's policy had on ACM
and domestic coal supplies that year, it precipitated
another crisis for Frank Hall. Hall's fortunes were tied
directly to the Northern Pacific's willingness to provide cars. A lack of railcars dismayed the Bear Creek
mine owners and underscored Hall's continuing poor
relationship with the NP, which did not auger well for
a w"orkable solution. Adding to the pressure on Hall,
31. Hill to Elliott, October 26, 1907, folder 3, PF 269-A; Elliott
to Hill, October 28, 1907, ibid.; Michael P. Malone,James]. Hill:
Empire Builder of the Northwest (Norman, Okla., 1996), 277.
32. Clarke Fork Herald, November 2, 21, 1907; Bridger Banner,
November 28, 1907; George T. Slade to C. M. Levy, telegram,
November 16, 1907, box 11, NP Corresp.
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the Bridger Times announced in October 1908 that
out for more money. Hall then made one more attempt
Northern Pacific right-of-way agents were acquiring
· to sell the railroad to the Northern Pacific, but the NP
land for construction of a branch line to Bearcreek. The
again tried to force his hand by diverting cars. Hall
new line would parallel the YPRR, the newspaper said,
needed to buy out the bondholders and unsuccessfully
and the railroad was paying landowners $so to $100
lobbied New York financial institutions for cash. Inan acre. 33
exorably he was drawn to Elliott and Northern Pacific
In November 1908, Hall visited John D. Ryan, ACM
corporate headquarters in New York City. Elliott later
executive and Milwaukee Road railroad chairman, at
reported to Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad
Ryan's office in New York. Complaining bitterly of the
Vice President Darius Miller: "Mr. Hall is in sore disYPRR's indebtedness, which he blamed on the bondtress and ... physically ... is a broken down man."
and stockholders, Hall offered to sell the short line. If
Elliott's pity did not motivate him sufficiently, howRyan, the ACM, or the Mil- @-..- · - · - - · -..- - · - · - - - · - - -.._,,_,_,,_ _ ,,_.._,,_.._ _,_,iii! ever, to purchase the YPRR.
waukee would form a new
Instead, he warned his
J
Ask Your Dealer For
·1 "banker friends" not to
company, Hall would sell
the railroad, free of all in- 1
loan Hall any money. 36
:
••oa1&1NAL"'
I
debtedness, for $i75,ooo, 1
Earlier that same year
!
We would like every reader of j
retaining 49 percent of the
Yellowstone Park Railroad
!
The Montana Woman to try our !
new company's stock for t
splendid fuel.
If your dealer
j trustee and ACM legal counhimself. Unsure of Hall's I
doesn't handle it please write us.
sel William Scallon had
intentions, Ryan contacted
BEAR CREEK COAL co.
I contacted Jam es J. Hill
NP president Howard j
with an offer to sell the
Benr Creek, Montana
tl!J._______________,,
..__,(jjl
Elliott immediately, saying
YPRR to Great Northern
he thought it best for evRailway. Hill denied any
As late as i925, in spite or perhaps because of increased
eryone if the Northern Paknowledge
of the railroad
competition from natural gas and eastern Montana coal,
cific would acquire Hall's
Scallon
was
trying to sell
the Bear Creek Coal Company urged use of its coal in a
railroad. 34
him and passed the letter
Montana Woman advertisement (above ad, vol. 2,
In time, the YPRR's
to Elliott. The NP presiOctober i925, p. 29) .
board of directors became
dent then initiated negotiaaware that Hall was not
tions for the purchase of
acting in their best interests and, realizing that a shakethe YPRR with Scallon. The negotiations between the
up was necessary if the railroad was to remain attracYPRR and the Northern Pacific continued through much
tive to the NP, called a special stockholders meeting in
of winter and early spring 1909 with the YPRR's board
Augusta, Maine. At the meeting, held in early May 1909,
of directors demanding $1.5 million for the property.
they deeded YPRR ownership to the bondholders for
The Northern Pacific believed the price too high and
one dollar, in effect selling the railroad to themselves.
proceeded with plans to construct its Bear Creek &
They then voted unanimously to terminate Hall's poWestern Railway. 37
sition as agent for the railroad effective May 26. 35 In
With hopes of a buyout fading, the YPRR's board of
June, Hall sued the YPRR stockholders for back wages
directors, under the leadership of Scallon, Frank S.
and claimed ownership of all company common stock.
Gannon, and YPRR employees H. R. French and M. W.
In retaliation, the bondholders removed Hall from "any
Maguire, placed the railroad into receivership in June
participation in the management of the road" and ac1909. Hall made one last attempt to reacquire the road
cused him of misappropriating company funds. They
but dropped his bid when it appeared the Milwaukee
offered to buy Hall's interest in YPRR, but Hall held
Road might purchase the line. On July 31, 1909, the

Original Bear Creek Coal

I

33. Bridger Times, July 2, October 8, 1909, December 14, 1913.
34. John D. Ryan to Elliott, November 20, 1908, folder 2, PF 269-

A.
35. Revocation of Appointment of Agent, Yellowstone Park Railroad Company, June 14, 1909, Miscellaneous File 529, Clerk &
Recorder's Office; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 5; Elliott
to Darius Miller, vice president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, July 7, 1909, folder 2, PF 269-A.
36. Bridger Times,July 2, 1907; Miller to Woodworth, December
17, 1908, folder 2, PF 269-A; Elliott to Miller, December 19, 1908,
ibid.; Elliott to Miller, July 7, 1909, ibid.; Taber, "Shortlines of the
Treasure State," 4-5.
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37. The NP did little more than purchase the right-of-way for the
proposed Bear Creek & Western Railway. World War I caused NP
• to abandon plans to construct the railroad and in January 1924 it
began selling right-of-way for $35 an acre, offering lax terms to buyers and adjacent landowners who were in trespass. In December 1926,
Northwestern Improvement Company, a NP subsidiary, assumed its
real estate responsibilities and stopped selling right-of-way, and in
1928, NP's tax department instructed the Northwest Improvement
Company to pay no taxes on unsold sections of right-of-way. The
Bear Creek & Western's charter was allowed to expire on December
31, 1929, and the last right-of-way parcel was sold in July 1935.
William Scallon, YPRR chieflegal counsel, to Hill, January 2, 1909,
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bondholders incorporated a new company-the Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad (Mw&s)-under
the laws of New Jersey, with Frank S. Gannon as president and M. W. Maguire as general manager in Belfry.
The new company's board was reduced from seven to
five members, and ownership of common stock was consolidated to increase operating capital and make things
more efficient. The reorganization was formalized on
September I, 1909, and incorporated in Montana that
October. 38
That same year, Hall and his wife Belle, claiming
financial interests in Mexico, left Montana for California. Hall was said to have made enough money in his
settlement with the YPRR to live comfortably for the rest
of his life. In any event, four years later, Hall sent several crates of oranges, apparently grown in his orchards,
to patrons of the Bank of Belfry as a gift. 39

organization did not end efforts to obain an NP buy out, nor did changing the railroad's name improve its operation. Shortly after incorporating the MW&S in Montana, Gannon wrote
to the NP's Elliott that the short line was still for sale.
Offering to supply any information on the railroad the
NP wished, Gannon wanted the MW&s's policies to be
in "harmony" with the Northern Pacific's to avoid any
"misunderstanding." Ten days later, Gannon met with
Elliott and NP Second Vice President William Clough
in New York to discuss the relationship between the
two railroads. Not entirely convinced by Gannon's offer
of a truce, or perhaps hoping to force Gannon to sell
out to them, NP executives continued acquiring options
on land for their proposed branch line. Within two
weeks, Bearcreek developer George Lamport and the
Wright Realty Company secured options on the deeds
possessed by the MW&S thereby preventing Lamport's
former partner, Robert Leavens, from acquiring the best
land available for the Northern Pacific's proposed Bear
Creek & Western Railway. 40

R

folder 2, PF 269-A; Hill to Scallon,January 21 , 1909, ibid. ; Elliott to
Goodell, May 5, 1909, ibid. ; miscellaneous correspondence between
NP and Bear Creek and Wes tern Railway representatives, June 4,
1913 to October 10, 1923, Bear Creek & Western Railway Company, folder 1, PF 269-A.
38. Elliott to Miller, July 7, 1909, folder 2, PF 269-A; Certificate
of ,Incorporation, Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Company (MW&S), Articles of Incorporation, July 31, 1909, file 210,
Clerk & Recorder's Office; Appointment of Agent, MW&S, August
19, 1909, Miscellaneous File 529, ibid.; Montana, Wyoming, &
Southern Railroad, Annual Report, Reports of Corporations, August
19, 1909, file 33, ibid.; Albert L. Brownell, et al., to MW&S, September 1, 1909, p. 456, Miscellaneous Record Book 2, ibid.; Taber,
"Shortlines of the Treasure State," 4-5.

NP executives, meanwhile, characterized MW&S operations as "wretched." Its poor freight service was
common knowledge and it did not initiate formal passenger service until November 1909. Once begun, however, the service added a colorful chapter to the short
line's history. Almost n,ooo passengers rode the MW&S
between June 1912 and June 1913 alone. They came
mostly from Belfry, Bearcreek, and Washoe to ride
between the mines and the Bridger terminus, traversing MW&s's entire length. The MW&S used an uncomfortable old NP surplus passenger car until 1917, then
purchased a plush McKeen railcar to transport passengers and mail. Shaped something like a submarine with
large portholes as passenger windows, the car was affectionately known by locals as the "Sub" and the
"Gallopin' Goose." It was a familiar sight in the Clark's
Fork River valley until 1933, when it was abandoned
in favor of more economical bus service. 41
Despite the color, the short line had its woes. The
coal companies, the NP, and the Montana Railroad
Commission all criticized the Montana, Wyoming &
Southern's bad service, the poor condition of its line,
and its abysmal maintenance program. In 1912, Bear
Creek coal companies filed a formal complaint with the
Montana Railroad Commission. In their grievance, the
coal companies contended that because the short line
could not provide sufficient railcars to the mines , the
mines could not operate at full capacity when seasonal
demand for coal increased. They added:
The track bed is in fierce condition. There is hardly
a week passes but what there is a wreck of some
kind, and consequently the mines have to remain
idle. The yards in various mines are nearly always
congested with loads and this does not help the
present car situation. They have only two engines
in operation and [at] the present time we understand only one in use, the other being under repairs. The ties are out of shape and broken.
The commission's investigation revealed that only one
of three locomotives was actually operating and that
the track was, in fact, in deplorable condition. Indeed,
by 1912 only i,ooo ties had been replaced, and all those

39. Romek Reminiscence; Bridger Times, June 27 , 1913.
40. Gannon to Elliott, October 2, 1909, folder 2, PF 269-A;
Howard Elliott, Northern Pacific Railroad, internal memorandum,
Oct8ber 12, 1909, ibid.; Taber, " Shortlines of the Treasure State,"
6; Red Lodge Republican Picket, October 28, 1909.
41. [Unknown] to Elliott, September 11, 1909, folder 2, PF 269A; Bridger Times, July 26, 1912, July 13, August 24, 1917; Taber,
"Shortlines of the Treasure State," 8; Bridger Times, April 24, 1919.
42. Montana Railroad Commission Report, Coal Situation, 1912 ,
folder 2, PF 269-A; Bridger Times, July 25 , 1913; Wallace, NP division counsel, to Charles Donnelly, NP assistant general counsel,
November 17, 1910, folder 2, PF 269-A; Taber, " Shortlines of the
Treasure State," 9.
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Officially known as the "Bear Creek" and colloquially as the
"Sub" or "Gallopin' Goose," the distinctive, submarine-shaped
McKeen railcar transported passengers and mail between the
mines and the Bridger terminus for the MW&S between 1917 and
1933· Shown above at Belfry (circa 19~.W) with five unidentified
people, the portholed car met its demise (right, 1930s) when bus
service, which was more economical, superseded it.
-

-.in the month the coal companies lodged their complaint.
Believing the problem rested solely with the MW&s, the
commission concluded:
in our opinion, the [Bear Creek] field will never be
developed to the point where [the] people of Montana will get the benefit of its natural resources, until
the problem of railroad service is solved, and we
do not hesitate to say that a small independent line
... cannot take care of the situation. 42
The MW&S simply lacked the resources to operate
effectively. In a tough situation, the short line's direc43 . NP memorandum, April 24, 1919, file 9-37, President's Subject File, NP Archives (hereafter PF 9-37);]. E. Spurling, NP general
agent, to Hannaford, April 15 , 1911 , folder 2, PF 269-A; NP memorandum, April 24, 1919, PF 9-3 7; Bridger Times, January 12, 1912;
Wallace to Donnelly, November 17, 1910, folder 2, PF 269-A; NP
memorandum, April 24, 1919, PF 9-37; Bridger Times, March 29 ,
1912; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State,'' 9. It was not until
late March 1912 that the circuit courtjudge decided the case in favor
of the MW&S and the forty-five-cent rate was made permanent.
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tors tried to upgrade the deteriorating line in April 1909
by raising an already high shipping rate on coal hauled
from Bear Creek from thirty-five cents per ton to fortyfive cents per ton, more than twice the NP' s average rate
per ton of about twenty-two cents. Bear Creek' s mine
owners protested the new rate and eventually appealed
to the Montana Railroad Commission, which at first
obliged them by ordering the MW&S to accept the old
rate. The commission's decision was overturned, however, when the MW&S appealed the decision to circuit
court. For its part, the NP , still unprepared to attempt
a takeover, perceived the situation as yet another op-

44. Carbon County Journal, December 19, 1917.
45. J ohn F. Stover, The Life and Decline of the American Railroad
(New York, 1970), 164-75.
46. Swindlehurst to Senator Thomas]. Walsh, February 22 , 1918,
fil e 9-14, PF 261 ; William Wagner, State Fuel Administration, to A.
V. Brown, February 6, 1918, folder 2, PF 269-A; Brown to Hannaford ,
March 4, 191 8, ibid; Red Lodge Picket, April 25 , 191 8.
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portunity to pressure the short line and lowered the
rates on coal shipped on its line from Bridger. 43
World War I brought increased prosperity to the
region and to the Bear Creek mines, but the war also
taxed the short line's capacities and fostered further
contention with the NP. For one thing, the demands
of war production prompted Bear Creek's mine owners to urge anew that the MW&S be acquired. Directing their appeal to the Montana Railroad Commission,
the mine owners suggested that the Northern Pacific
or Great Northern buy the short line to ensure that
the mines could operate at full capacity. The owners
also criticized the MW&S for the poor condition of its
track, its inadequate equipment, and a derailment that
forced the suspension of mining at the Smokeless &
Sootless operation. 44
Because the railroad industry could not meet the
demands placed upon it by the war, the federal government nationalized the system on December 28, 1917,
and placed it under control of the United States Railroad Administration. As a privately owned short line,
the MW&S was exempted from the railroad administration's control, but the short line might use the
agency to leverage the NP. 45 Indeed, less than two
months after the railroad administration assumed control of the nation's railroads, the MW&S accused the
Northern Pacific of not allocating sufficient cars for the
short line to meet its orders for coal. The NP vehemently
denied the MW&s's charges, claiming it did not have
enough cars for itself. In February 1918, State Fuel
Administrator William J. Swindlehurst contacted the
railroad administration demanding that the Bear Creek
mines be furnished with sufficient cars to supply markets. When the railroad administration ordered the NP
to provide sufficient railcars to the Bear Creek mines,
the Red Lodge Picket reported that "all the salesmen
for Bearcreek mines in Great Northern Territory were
immediately notified to sell coal and guarantee delivery." The railroad administration's support allowed the
mines and the MW&S to prosper well into the 1920s. 46
Actually, production from the Bear Creek mines
expanded throughout the 1910s, as reflected in Belfry' s
steady population growth. By 1914, the MW&S employed
sixty-two people with an average monthly wage of $111,
about par for Montana railroad workers at the time. By
1920, the number of MW&S employees hovered around
sixty individuals. 47
With prosperity came improved operating procedqres, which could be credited directly to William

4 7. Thirteenth Census 191 O; Bureau of the Census , Fourteenth
Census of the United States, 1920 (Washington, D.C. , 1921); W.].
Swindlehurst. First Biennial Report of the Department of Labor and
Industry, 1913- 1914 (Helena, Mont., 1914), 183-91.

Harry Bunney, who became the Montana, Wyoming
& Southern Railroad's general manager in 1918. A
former Northern Pacific employee and professional
railroad man, Bunney was well aware of the NP's contentious relationship with the MW&S. Born in Cleveland
injanuary 1880, Bunney arrived in Butte with his family in 1884. With his father employed by the Northern
Pacific Railway, the family relocated about every four
years. William attended school in Montana and graduated from college in Tacoma, Washington, in 1898. The
following year, he began work as an engine wiper with
the NP in Washington before obtaining a stenographer's
position in 1903 at the NP' s corporate offices in St. Paul,
Minnesota. He served as chief clerk to the NP superintendent in Livingston from 1912 to 1918. 48

unney replaced M. W. Maguire as MW&s

B

general manager and held the position until the
late 1930s. He was described as a "man thoroughly experienced in every detail of his calling," by
one observer. "Having worked his way up [he] understands the possibilities of each position and is able to
judge accurately as to the capabilities of each man to
determine if he is rendering faithful and efficient service." Bunney struggled to keep the railroad running
in the face of declining revenues in the late 1920s, a
decline caused by the growing substitution of natural
gas for coal for home heating and by the Northern
Pacific's development of coal properties in eastern
Montana. By the early 1930s, the railroad was no longer
able to operate without outside help. The resourceful
Bunney found it in the form of the short line's old adversary, the Northern Pacific Railway. 49
Bunney found salvation from the NP in two forms,
first in the coal slack produced in the Bear Creek mines
that NP locomotives could burn, and second in an agreement with the MW&s's old nemesis. For more than
twenty years, the NP had tried to control the short line
by restricting the number of railcars available to Bear
Creek and by threatening to construct its own line to
the mines. In 1913, however, the NP began investigating the aforementioned vast coal deposits in Rosebud
County in southeastern Montana, specifically at
Colstrip just north of the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation. In 1923, the railroad completed a branch
line. into Colstrip and began strip-mining the surround48. Bridger Times, July 26, 1918; Tom Stout, Montana: Its Story
and Biography , 3 vols. (Chicago, 1921), 2:376.
49. Bridger Times, July 26, 1918; Stout, Montana: Its Story and
Biography , 2:376; Louis Yager, NP assistant chief engineer, to
Frederic McCarthy, January 3, 1933, file 83111 , Assistant Engineer
Subject File, NP Archives (hereafter Asst. Engineer File).
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ing countryside. Coal thus acquired provided fuel for
NP locomotives in Montana and North Dakota for the
next thirty years. Competition from Colstrip brought
an end to coal mining in Red Lodge, where mines had
to shut down, and finally put to rest the NP's plans to
build a branch line into Bear Creek. 50
The Great Depression further complicated matters
for Bear Creek and the MW&S. By 1931, the coal industry was in steep decline. Between 1927 and 1933, the
Bear Creek mines suffered a 35 percent decrease in the
amount of coal produced and sold on the open market. Luckily for the mines and the beleaguered short
line, however, NP locomotives could operate on coal
slack, a residue of the mines that provided a market for
Bear Creek coal throughout the 1930s. 51

oal slack sales were not enough, how-

C

ever, to salvage the railroad. To keep the company out of bankruptcy, Bunney negotiated an
agreement whereby the NP received trackage rights to
the MW&S line between Bridger and Belfry in return for
a reduction in what the NP charged the short line to
carry Bear Creek coal on its main lines. The MW&S retained the segment of the route from Belfry to Bear
Creek because of the steeper grades and different operating procedures. In return, the NP decreased its onedollar-per-car switching charge on MW&S railcars. 52 In
addition, after nearly thirty years of minimal maintenance, the MW&S line sorely needed an upgrade. The
NP agreed to strengthen bridges, flatten curves, and
construct two sidings at Belfry at a cost of $21,329. The
agreement, approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission in late 1932, went into effect on January 1, 1933·
The agreement gave the MW&S greater wherewithal
but, even with new operating procedures, it continued
to lose ground. 53 World War II gave the Bear Creek

50. Renz, History of the Northern Pacific, 240-41;]. L. Watson,
NP right-of-way commissioner, to R. W. Clark,January 3, 1922, folder
1, PF 269-A;J. H. Poore to Donnelly,January 4, 1922, ibid.; Watson
to Clark, October 10, 1923, ibid.; Donnelly to Watson,July 18, 1935,
ibid. The end of coal mining in Red Lodge brought immediate economic depression to the area, a condition not alleviated until the
Bureau of Public Roads began construction of the Beartooth Highway in 1931 and employed area locals.
51. Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 9-11.
52. William H. Bunney, MW&S president, to Yager, June 24, •
1932, file 83111, Asst. Engineer File; [unknown] to Oliver E. Sweet,
Interstate Commerce Commission, November 18, 1932, ibid.; Yager
to H. H. Stevens, May 22, 1933, ibid.
53. See Yager, memorandum, November 25, 1942, Asst. Engineer File; Bunney to Yager, June 24, 1932, ibid.; Yager to Stevens,
May 22, 1932, ibid.; Certificate of Amendment of Certificate oflncorporation of Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Company,
Articles of Incorporation, October 16, 1941, file 210, Clerk &
Recorder's Office; Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 11.
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mines and the short line one last burst of prosperity,
however. Production in the Montana Coal and Iron
Company's Smith and Foster Gulch mines expanded
significantly during the war, but the boom was marred
by the Smith Mine disaster on February 27, 1943, an
underground explosion and fire that killed seventy-four
miners. The tragedy profoundly affected the communities of Bearcreek and Washoe, as victims' families left
the area, and it hastened the end to underground coal
mining in Montana. Strip mining would prove a safer,
more economical method to extract coal. When the
Smith Mine temporarily shut down after the disaster,
the Montana Coal & Iron Company increased production in its Foster Gulch mine to a high of 576,000 tons
per year; but the boom collapsed when the war ended
in 1945· As war industries scaled down, coal companies turned to the domestic coal market, but new technologies called for other fuels. 54
The Bear Creek mines persevered into the 1950s,
but the conclusion of W odd War II effectively ended
coal mining in the Bear Creek fields. The Northern
Pacific replaced its old coal-fired locomotives with diesel engines, thus ending its need for coal slack from
the mines. Domestic use of coal continued, but demand,
limited to rural areas of the state, was feeble. For the
Montana Coal & Iron Company's Smith Mine, the most
successful mine in the district, the final blow came in
1953 when the Great Wes tern sugar beet factory in Billings did not renew its contract. One by one, the larger
operations closed, leaving only the small wagon mines
that first occupied the coalfields in the 1890s and early
1900s. 55
With its fortunes tied directly to the coal mines, the
end was near for the Montana, Wyoming & Southern.
Always barely solvent and never in control of its destiny, the railroad lost $30,000 to $40,000 a year between 1945 and 1952. MW&S directors optimistically

54. Anderson,'"There Is Something Wrong Down Here'," 5-8,
13; Axline, Bearcreek, 8-9.
55. Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 10; Anderson, Bear
Creek Mining District, 36-37; Axline, Bearcreek, 8-9; Romek Remimscence.
56. Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 12-14; Certificate
of Renewal of Corporate Existence of Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Company, pp. 632-33, Miscellaneous Record Book 33,
Clerk & Recorder's Office; Bridger Times, September 10, 1953.
57. Taber, "Shortlines of the Treasure State," 14; H. R. Peterson
to W. K. Smallridge,January 18, 1955, file 83111, Asst. Engineer
File; Bridger Times, September 10, 1953; Mitzi Rossillon, "Cultural
Resources Inventory of the Belfry- North Improvement Project,"
project no. F 72-1(1)10, Montana Department of Highways, February 1989, pp. 20-30; Romek Reminiscence.
58. The other independent short lines included the Missoula &
Bitter Root Valley Railroad (1883), Helena & Northern Railroad
(1886), Helena, Boulder Valley & Butte Railroad (1886), and the
Drummond & Philipsburg Railroad (1887). Renz, History of the
Northern Pacific, 153-57.
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applied to the State of Montana to reincorporate the
company for another forty years in October 1949· Their
application was approved, but by then the market value
of the railroad's stock had sunk to $50,000. By 1952,
the railroad employed only eleven men, and most of
them worked in more than one position. The MW&s 's
single train ran only twice a week. Track maintenance
was minimal. Even with severe cost-cutting, the railroad continued to lose money. 56
Lapse of the Smith Mine's contract with the Great
Western factory proved to be the last straw for the beleaguered railroad. The short line petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission for abandonment in
September 1953, and the petition was granted in May
1954· In 1955 the Hyman Michaels Company tore up
the track, leaving only a few timber bridges, concrete
culverts, and the railroad grade. When the MW&S folded,
all records associated with its financing and day-to-day
operation were destroyed, perhaps dumped outside the
building. What few records remain consist primarily
of correspondence received by the Eagle Coal Company, Northern Pacific Railway interoffice memoranda,
letters , and oral histories. Today, the MW&S grade is
fast disappearing and retains little of its original integrity. Only three buildings associated with the short line
remain: the Bridger depot and the Belfry depot/headquarters and shop building. 57
The Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad was

only one of many short lines that once operated in
Montana during the early years of this century. Founded
on dreams and a shoestring, the railroad was never able
to fully capitalize on the natural resources it sought to
exploit. Its contentious relationship with the Northern Pacific, however, was not typical of many of
Montana's short lines. In the late nineteenth century,
the NP purchased at least six independent short line
railroads that provided access to Montana mining properties. Like the other short lines, the MW&S extracted a
resource that did not provide a direct benefit, other
than freight charges, to the Northern Pacific. But by
the early twentieth century, NP executives had found
other ways to control an independent short line railroad than buying it outright. 58 Created to be sold to
the NP because of its access to high-grade coal deposits, the MW&S was forced to survive on its own. In the
process, the short line played a notable role in the development of south central Montana, one of the state's
most isolated areas. ~
JON AXLINE is a historian for the Montana Department of Transportation. He is a contributor to two
volumes of More from the Quarries ofLast Chance Gulch
(1995, 1996) and author of "A Meritorious Undertaking: The Montana State Highway Commission and
Pictograph Cave, 1938-1948," in Archaeology in Montana (1998).

Today, physical evidence of the MW&S Railroad is difficult to find. Only a few buildings and other traces remain, including the
Bridger depot and the Belfry depot/headquarters and shop. Pictured below in May i954, the Belfry shop (also called the
roundhouse) is flanked on the left by the barely visible McKeen passenger car and on the right by a coal dock and cinder pit.
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Howard Stansbury, Exploration of the Valley of the Great Salt Lake (1852; reprint, Washington , D.C., 1988) , p. 61

Just how wild the Old West really was has been and continues to be a matter of dispute . An absence of violence is
particularly striking in artist F. R. Grist's Crossing the Platte, Mouth of Deer Creek (above, i852) ,
which one captionist nonetheless labeled, " a calmer crossing than many."

The 'Wild' Old West-A Different View
by Stewart L. Udall
spent my formative years
in a farm village on Arizona's
Colorado Plateau that was
founded in the 1870s during the
last phase of colonizing in the
American West. During my life, I
have had an opportunity to see and
study almost all of the valleys and
historic places in this vast region.
Upon reflection, it seems important
to clarify vital aspects of western
settlement and help dispel myths
that have confused and distorted
the authentic story of that epic.
My great-grandparents came
into the West as Mormon settlers in
the 1840s and 1850s. My study of
the lives of these men and women
and the milieu in which they
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functioned was instructive. It
enlarged my understanding of
realities surrounding this phase of
European western settlement and
put the fundamental forces which
shaped that epic into a sharper
focus.
As my research progressed, I
was constantly reminded how the
experiences of my youth threw
light on conditions and constraints
that governed settlement in the Old
West. The small: isolated farm
village on the Colorado Plateau was
founded in 1873, and its history
helped me understand the motives,
disciplines, and limits that prevailed in the first phase of western
settlement.

Men and women of my generation who grew up on farms or
ranches or in small towns, where
there was no electricity and where
horses and mules provided the
transportation and energy, know a
lot about the environment that
dictated the daily lives of early
settlers. They remember the
outdoor chores children had to
perform to help provide the food
and fuel for each household and
recall how important horses, milk
cows, chickens, calves, and pigs
were to the sustenance of the
families who kept them.
They likewise recall the time
they and their siblings spent
planting and tending vegetable
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LONG STORY SHORT ...
Boy falls for sexy and exotic priestess; her stern

Entrance to the temple at Bhaniyar

father tries to kill boy; girl offers the supreme
sacrifice to make atonement for boy's sacrilege.

Who'
Lakmi is an unspeakably beautiful Hindu priestess.
Gira& is a British officer stationed in India who has an
artistic, romantic bent.

Whe
In and near a ci1Y in India in the nineteenth century.

Mia'
The fearsome Brahmin (Hindu priest) Nilakantha
keeps his unutterably beautiful daughter Lakme

Nilakantba is Lakme's father. A devout Hindu, he

hidden away in a sacred shrine out in the jungle

loathes the British and how they have desecrated his
country.

where not even the faithful are allowed to come. The

Fre'deric, another British officer, is Gerald's best friend.

sure enough, two British girls and their boyfriends

Mallika is a woman attending Lakme.
HaiJji is a male servant of Lakme's.
Ellen, Gerald's fiancee, is the daughter of the British
governor of India.
Ro.Je is Ellen's cousin.
Mu.J Ben.Jon is governess to Ellen and Rose.

locals don't even know how to find this place, but
and governess have no trouble. When they have
finished picnicking there, Gerald stays behind to
sketch some of Lakme 's jewelry. She catches him
there, and he falls in love at first sight. Impressed by
the courage with which he dares desecrate her holy
sanctuary and overwhelmed by his ardor, Lakme too
falls in love.
Her father, however, is furious when he discovers
that someone has laid eyes on his daughter. When
Lakme refuses to identify. the intruder, Nilakantha
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consecrated their passion forever with magic potions

Structure of the opera

and soaring French lyric singing.

Act One

Orientalism in
19th-century Europe

Lakme's jungle shrine.
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Lakme and Gerald meet and fall in love.
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Act Two
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Lakme takes place in India during the nineteenth

In the town square.

century, when the vast subcontinent was the bright-

Miss Benson gets her pocket picked~

est jewel in Queen Victoria's crown. Yet no matter

and Nilakantha tries to kill Gerald.

how closely you study the text and music of Lakme,

Act Three

you cannot determine exactly where in this enor-

In the jungle bower.

mous land the story is supposed to be taking place.

Lakme and Gerald meet their tragic fate.

The creators of the opera used India as a beautiful
and fascinating backdrop for a story about a sheltered girl's fatal encounter with romantic love, a

sets a trap for Gerald. He takes Lakme into the

narcissistic man's choice between passion and duty,

town, disguising both of them as beggars, and forces

and narrow-minded fanaticism~elements of many a

Lakme to sing. Lakme reluctantly sings her Bell

good nineteenth-century opera story. The French-

Song, telling of a pariah's daughter who takes pity

men who created Lakme set their story in India the

on a man she finds lost in the forest. He turns out to

way contemporary American filmmakers set their

be the god Vishnu and takes her to heaven. Gerald

stories in outer space: the story is about the culture

calls Lakme's name at the climax of the song, and

that created it, although the imaginative and unreal-

Nilakantha stabs him.

istic setting seems to give the audience a chance to

But Lakme defies her father and saves Gerald's

escape that very culture.
In western Europe during the nine-

life. Her counterplot involves another remote jungle bower (this one

teenth century, OrientaLi:Jm became a

kept secret even from Nilakantha)

popular trend in all the arts. Erotic

and three magic drinks: a healing

paintings of Turkish harems, European

balm made from magic herbs, the

music incorporating eastern instruments

water of a sacred spring which

and harmonies, tragic east-meets-west-

unites lovers for eternity, and the

and-dies love stories such as Lakme or

venom of the poisonous datura

Madama Butter/Ly: orientalism allowed
European artists to deal with issues

flower. Of course, this hidden bower
Ql

is no more secure than the first, and
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(particularly despotism, sexuality, and
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before long both Hindus and British ~

will interrupt the lovers~ but not
before Lakme and Gerald have

their intersection) taboo in polite

~er;

European society but nevertheless

a:

fundamental to human life.
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The TajMahaL:
Exoticum in architecture

of the British Raj, toward the end of the century.
Native Indians were not allowed to be officers until
1932, by which time Gandhi was envisioning a way to
drive the British from power for good.

Hindu &ferencu in Lakme
The writers of the libretto saw to it that their Hindu
characters ~the fierce Brahmin, or priest, Nilakantha,
his daughter Lakme, and her friends ~pepper their
speech with references to Hindu gods and goddesses.
(Unlike the big three monotheistic Western religions,

(I)
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Hinduism swarms with a huge number of divinities~

0

u

Mid 19-century India

330 million by one count.)
You will notice the characters in Lakme talking about

Ganesha, the playful elephant-headed god of luck and

If we don't know exactly where Lakme takes place,
can we determine when it takes place? A glance at the
history of British rule in India~known as the "British
Raj" ~indicates that the story probably takes place near
th~

time of the opera's composition, in the 1880s. The

British East India Company, originally a trading ven-

beginnings (and the scribe of the great Hindu epic The

Mahahharata); celebrating the Durga Puja, the festival
of the avenging mother goddess Durga; and garbling
the structure of Hinduism's trinity, Brahma the
Creator, Shiva the Creator/Destroyer, and Vishnu the
Preserver.

ture intended to corner the market on Indian products
such as silks and spices, established its foothold in India
in the 1600s.
By the early 1800s, having taken advantage of the

The Music of Lalone
Because the French language contains a good many

power vacuum left by the disintegration of India's

complicated sounds, difficult to pronounce and some-

Mughal Empire, Great Britain had seized control of

times hard to catch, composers of French opera have

most of the subcontinent. The first half of the nine-

always taken great pains to ensure that audiences will

teenth-century was spent, ill-advisedly, trying to west-

be able to understand the words.

ernize and modernize the many cultures of India. After
widespread mutiny and rebellion in mid-century, the
British took a different tack. Leaving Indian culture
and religion alone, they organized more efficient governmental structures (including 527 maharajas, who

The characters in Lakme say and sing their French
text in several different musical forms:

&citative
Words that are sung, but without much of a tune.

ruled the local kingdoms that comprised the vast empire

Originally, Lakme had a great deal of spoken dialogue.

of British India) and brought in British troops in far

The opera was first performed at the Opera Comique,

greater numbers. Frederic and Gerald, in Lakme, are

where audiences expected dialogue and humor.

probably officers in the British army during the heyday

•
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When Delibes revised it for presentation at the more
grandiose Paris Opera, he eliminated the dialogues
and replaced them with recitatives~ scenes in which
the orchestra plays and the singers sing but the
focus is still on the words rather than the music.
Because singing takes more time than talking, the
recitatives have fewer words than the dialogues.

Ana

W&Jtern and Ecutern MU:Jic
Like many an Orientalist composition from
nineteenth-century Europe, Lakme frequently
attempts to achieve an exotic musical sound. Delibes
uses musical stereotypes of East and West to differ-

ance of one character. Lakme, Gerald, and
Nilakantha each sing terrific arias expressing their
points of view and their emotions. The opera's most
famous aria is Lakme's Bell Song, in which she tells

that defies the conventions of

lli
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Immediately following that beautiful duet for Lakme
and Mallika comes a sprightly quintet for the British
(Miss Benson, Rose, Ellen, Gerald, and Frederic),
who couldn't possibly sound sillier in comparison.
And the march tune summoning Gerald back to his
duty is almost a march of toy soldiers, with its quick

known as coloratura, the singer imitates the sound of

tempo and pirouetting piccolo.
When Delibes wants to evoke the mystery and
danger of the exotic locale, on

notes, trills, and vocal pyrotechnics.

En.1emb le

western classical music. Lakme's

Lalcme features a series of sparkling
ensembles: mystical choruses for the

first musical utterance is an

Hindus, charming love duets for

offstage prayer~a long, sinuous

Lakme and Gerald, and, most fa-

melody that prominently features

mously, the beautiful duet for Lakme

harmonies forbidden in the west,

and her servant Mallika a few minutes

such as the dreaded tritone

into the first act.

(known as "the devil in music" to
ers). Her melody is arhythmical,
meaning she can hold the notes

Delibes, whose fame as a composer

as long as she wants. This kind of

rests primarily on his ballets Coppelia
and Syl!lia, wrote a delightful ballet
sequence into the revised second act

c:

music tantalizes Western ears.

i
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Keep in mind that it has nothing

·1

whatsoever to do with traditional

town square during the festival of

~

Indian music.

Durga and feature some of Delibes'

~

of Lakme. The dances take place in the

most tantalizingly exotic music.
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generations of Christian compos-

The Ballet

~*

the other hand, he writes music

sounds.

the story of the pariah's daughter. In a musical style
bells with a tremendous series of high
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entiate his character groups and to revel in unusual
The music of the Westerners is almost satirical.

The building block of any opera; the solo utter-
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The Nearly
Forgotten

Blacks
on Last Chance

Gulclt,
1900-1912
William L. Lang

Contemporary residents of the state
capital of Montana are usually surprised to learn that at one time over
400 Afro-Americans ·made their h<illie's
m the cHy. A boomer mining ~amp in
the 1860s, a financial and transportation center by the 1870s, the seat ofterritorial and state government, and ~
utedly the richest cjty per capita in
t e na lOn m
, e ena as a co ortul past that is fa miliar to many; but
few people know about the blacks on
Last Chance Gulch. This essay examines the development of Helena's
Afro-American community during the
prosperous years after the turn of the
century. 1
It is not surprising that the history of a

minority group on the frontier has
been overlooked. In fairness, however,
the lack of written records has made
the historians' task particularly difficult. Contemporaries often ignored minorities and maintained a journalistic
silence in order to deny their existence.
In Helena, the press usually found
newsworthy only the notorious incidents in the black community; a violent crime committed by a black or a
humorous anecdote demonstrating the
purportedly low intelligence of AfroAmericans merited news space. The
ordinary activities and even the notable accomplishments of local blacks
went unnoticed and unrecorded by
most whites. 2

--

-,

In 1908, for example, when the Montana Daily Record published The New
Helena, a descriptive pamphlet boosting a prosperous and ambitious city,
the sizable black population received
no mention. Though the publication
lauded Helena's churches, fraternal orders and benevolent societies, civic improvement groups, and social clubs, it
failed to report that similar black institutions were active. Nonetheless,
blacks were at the time a progressive
element in town and, despite their being omitted from the booster literature,
had been a part of the population practically since .Fielena's first days.a
Mention of Afro-Americans appears in
fragmentary accounts of the first pioneer activity in the Prickly Pear Valley.
Reportedly an unidentified black was
one of three men who first discovered

gold deposits in the Helena area in August 1862. The U.S. census of 1870 reveals that 71 Afro-Americans resided
in the city, constituting 2.3 percent of
Helena's 3, 106 inhabitants. Two decades later, the black community numbered 279 in a total population of 13,834. By 1910, when Helena's black
population was at its height, there
were 420 persons representing 3.4 percent of the city's 12,515 citizens."'
There is no single explanation for why
blacks located in Helena. Employment
opportunities for day laborers and ~
mestic servants may have attracted
some, 1udgmg from the occupations
listed by blacks in the manuscript census of 1870. It is certain that a numbe)
of black servants, cooks, and even families came to Helena with white families during and after the Civil War.

1. Last Chance Gulch, named by the four
prospectors who found gold there in 1864,
became Helena in 1865. By 1875 it was the
territorial capital, and it incorporated in
1881. In 1894, after statehood, Helena was
selected as Montana's permanent capital.
2. Although articles on blacks in the West
have appeared sporadically over the last 40
years, it was not until the 1960s that the
subject drew much attention. Since then,
scholars have studied Afro-Americans in
California, Colorado, Kansas, Oregon, and
the Southwest, but they have largely ignored the history of urban blacks. Lawrence B. De Graaf, in "Recognition, Racism,
and Reflections on the Writing of Western
Black History," PHH, Vol. 44 (1975), 22-51,
surveys the literature and suggests where
research is needed. Some of the best recent']
literature on the black West includes: Ar- ~
len L. Fowler, The Black Infantry in the
West, 1869-1891 (Westport, Conn., 1971);
William L. Katz, The Black West (Garden
City, 1971); William H. Leckie, Buffalo Soldiers: A Narrative of the Negro Cavalry in
the West (Norman, Okla., 1967): Kenneth W. Porter, The Negro on the American
Frontier (New York, 1971); W. Sherman
Savage, Blacks in the West (Westport,
Conn., 1976).
3. Charles D. Greenfield, ed., The New Helena: A Series of Articles Descriptive of the
Capital City of Montana (Helena, 1908).
4. Montana Territorial Directory for 1868
(Helena, 1868), 47; The Statistics of the
Population of the United States, Ninth Census, Vol. I: 1870 (Washington, D.C., 1872),
196; Report on Population of the United
States at the Eleventh Census: 1890, Part 1
(Washington, D.C., 1895), 467; Thirteenth
Census of the United States Taken in the
Year 1910, Vol. II: Population (Washington,
D.C., 1913), 1159.
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Further, in the 1870s and 1880s, many
black cowboys and soldiers chose to
settle in Helena, if even briefly, because already a vibrant black community had developed. Around the turn of
the century, a sizable portion of Helena's black population was peripatetic;
blacks left for jobs in other towns and
other states only to return and perhaps
leave again. The attraction in Helena,
apparently, was the solidity of
the Afro-American community; it was
a prosperous and comfortable home
base.
Most blacks who settled in Helena
prior to 1870 were natives of eastern
and upper southern states. By 1880,
however, natives of the lower South,
Kansas, Colorado, and Missouri dominated the population. Migrants from
these states continued to predominate;
moreover, in the last two decades of
the century, they seem to have come to
Helena because relatives or friends
had already settled there. In fact,
former Kansas and Missouri residents
practically formed small colonies
withjn the black community. 5
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whites in religious, social, or cultural
organizations. Whites wanted blacks to
remain separate~ and, . to emphasize
that desire; the territorial legislature in
1872 passed a statute requiring school
districts to segregate schools on the
basis of race. Three years later, Helena
estabiished a separate black school
when several black families attempted
to enroll the.ir children in the Hill
Street School. Helena authorities
founded the segregated school despite
the fact that there were fewer than 20
potential enrollees. This decision
sparked complaints from the black
community, but whites generally approved and supported the segregationist principle~ In subsequent years,
however, Republican defenders of
Afro-Americans, the state superintendent of public instruction, and even
Governor Benjamin F. Potts openly
criticized segregated schools. Finally,
due to financial considerations, the
city's electorate voted to close Helena's
segregated school in 1882. 7

Segregation of black schoolchildren
was not unusual in the late 19th cenFamilies as well as single persons mi- tury, since the frontier was anything
grated to Helena, and the family
but immune to the racial prejudice
groups, not surprisingly, provided the
which swept the nation during the Jim
stable foundation for the whole com- Crow era. But distinctions should be
munity. At the core of the developing made between the racial prejudice
community was the church. As early as there and that which raged elsewhere
1867, a clergyman named McLaughlin in 1900. Race wars, 1 nchin s ·
and several black families organized a
abuse, an ot er atrocities were unchurch society that prospered through- known in Helena, where racial friction
out the 1870s. But it was not until 1888, rarely generated more than occasfonal
when the Reverend James Hubbard of disagreements, personal animosities,
the Kansas Conference of the African . and social slights. Helena's racism,
Methodist Episcopal (AME) church es- though destructive and deplorable,
tablished the St. James congregation,
consisted of what W. E. B. Du Bois
that Helena's blacks had a strong and . . called ''..1!.1ose petty little meannesses." 8
well-organized national church. An active congregation, it provided religious One explanation for the relative lack of
instruction, established a literary soci- racial conflict in Helena was the modety, organized a library, and directed a
erate size of the black population,
ladies' benevolent aid society. By 1894 which never constituted a social or
the St. James Church had sufficient economic threat to whites. Another
prestige to host the annual AME con- factor was the absence of residential
segregation. In many American cities
xention of the Kansas Conference. 6
at that time, there was a physical
separation of black and white residenThe existence of St. James Church and
tial districts; often the demarcation
the Afro-American lodge of the Good
was the railroad tracks or a county
Templars, which 20 blacks founded in
road. In Helena, however, it was al1879, points up the segregation in 19thmost impossible to define a black discentury Helena. Blacks found no optrict, for Afro-Americans lived in
portunity to participate equally with

nearly every residential section but the
wealthiest of the city.
In the case of public amusement and
entertainment, however, the situation
was decidedly different. Black society
and white society in Helena did not
mix. One element of the black community frequented Clore Street, an area
reputedly vice-ridden and dangerous
after dark. Predictably, there were racial incidents on Clore Street, and
whites viewed the area with suspicion.
The majority of blacks, however, found
their entertainment in organized social
clubs and festivities. They accepted social segregation; perhaps freedom in
housing made social restrictions in
Helena less oppressive than they were
elsewhere.
Despite the evidences of prejudice,
there was in Helena a kind of positive
atmosphere, best indicated by the personal success of some of the black citizens. Walter Dorsey, for example, arrived in Helena in 1891 from his native
state of Missouri. For three years he
worked as a steward at the prestigious

5. See manuscript census schedules for
Montana Territory, 1870 and 1880 (microfilm), Montana Historical Society (MHS),
Helena. Information about the transience of
Helena's black population is gleaned from
the files of the Helena Colored Citizen,
1894, and Polk's Helena city directories,
1895-1915, MHS.
6. Helena Weekly Herald, July 31, 1867;
Sept. 27, 1888. Colored Citizen, Oct. 8,
1894.
7. Laws, Memorials and Resolutions of the
Territory of Montana (Deer Lodge, 1872),
627 (hereafter cited Laws with appropriate
year). The law remained in force in several
Montana cities until its repeal in 1895. Helena Daily Independent, Jan. 26, 1875;
Dec. 2, 1876. House Journal of the Ninth
Session of the Legislative Assembly of the
Territory of Montana, 1876 (Helena, 1876),
340 (hereafter cited House Journal with appropriate year; Helena Daily Herald,
Dec. 20, 1876. For a brief discussion of the
school issue, see: J. W. Smurr, "Jim Crow .
Out West," in Historical Essays on Montana
and the Northwest, ed. J. W. Smurr and
K. Ross Toole (Helena, 1957), 180-82.

8. Eugene H. Berwanger, The Frontier
Against Slavery: Western Anti-Negro Prejudice and the Slavery Extension Controversy
(Urbana, Ill., 1967); V. Jacque Voegeli, Free
But Not Equal: The Midwest and the Negro
during the Civil War (Chicago, 1967).
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Montana Club, but by 1894 he had
opened a grocery business on Eighth
Avenue. The enterprise prospered, and
Dorsey purchased the building. He was
a respected member of the community,
active in the St. James Church, Odd
Fellows Lodge, Masons, a local allblack band, and a debating society.
William C. Irvin, an earlier arrival,
worked as a porter until he received an
appointment to the Helena police force
in 1888. For nearly 20 years he acquitted himself well as a police officer and
gained the respect of both black and
white citizens. Active in the church,
Odd Fellows, and a civic improvement
association, Irvin was also a family
man who owned a modest home in a
newer section of Helena. By 1906 he
had ventured capital with a partner in
a local business. Perhaps the most aggressive of Helena's Afro-American
businessmen was Lloyd V. Graye, who
at one point held a majority interest in
a cleaning establishment, a shoe shop,
and two saloons. As a fellow Helenan
suggested, a black businessman "must
be a hustler, and most any fair man
must admire his pluck and perseverance.''!'

Many Helena blacks had pluck and
perseverance, but even more impressive than the attributes of individuals
was the dynamism of the black population as a whole. The St. James AME
Church followed a pattern of growth
and responsiveness to group needs that
was typical of this community. Within
a year after the formation of the church
in 1888, the congregation constructed a
handsome frame building with a limestone foundation and a steeple. Church
members lost little time organizing a .
literary society, a Sabbath school, a
women's benevolent association, a theatrical troupe, a nine-piece band, and
even a baseball team. The congregation's leadership consisted of individuals representing nearly every occupation in the black community. Businessmen like Dorsey, Andrew J.
'---· - ' Walton, and M. 0. J. Arnett joined with
waiter J. B. Reid, plasterer Ward Cole,
janitor James Crump, porter Miles
York, and printer Joseph Tucker to
provide the church with a broad social
foundation. St. James Church was truly
a community institution. 10

By 1900, service, fraternal, and social
organizations competed with churchrelated groups for space on blacks'. social calendars. The fraternal orders,
which included two Masonic lodges,
an Odd Fellows lodge, and the Household of Ruth and the Eastern S_tar,
were somewhat cliquish· and competitive, but they helped to · stabilize
Hele~a·s black community. Women's
benevolent societies, such as the "Busy
Bees" and "Willen Workers," ministered to the needs of the unfortunate
and raised money for the church.
The black population was large
enough by the turn of the century to attract several traveling minstrel shows,
but Helena's blacks also had local organizations that regularly sponsored
gala activities. The Autumn Leaf Social
Club, for example, organized events as
diverse as "Buck and Wing" dancing
contests and mandoHn concerts. The
Manhattan Social clu b, which boasted
a reading room, billiard parlor, and
private dining room at its quarters on
Main Street, was easily the most sophisticated club in town, and, though it
was strictly "for men only," its members hosted more than a few grand socials.11
At church gatherings and Manhattan
Club meetings alike, one subject certain to provoke discussion was politics. Although their numbers never
made them a truly powerful electoral
force in Helena, blacks interested
themselves in local and national politics. In the 1860s and early 1870s,
when Civil War political issues still
evoked controversy, Afro-Americans
often came under political attack. The
Helena Gazette, for example, editorialized vitriolically against black suffrage
in 1867. Democrats charged that blacks
were little more than tools of the Republicans, and that some "unscrupulous white demagogues" even sent
blacks "to the polls well liquored up to
bully and insult white men." These
charges were unfounded, but there is
no denying that Republicans assiduously courted the black vote in Helena.12
Despite threats and accusations, Helena's blacks were not discouraged
from political action. When the Fif-

teenth Amendment became a reality in
1870, Ben Stone and J. R. Johnson led
their neighbors in a jubilant mass demonstration on Main Street, complete
with _"the firing of thirty-two guns from
the hill ... south of the city." The following year, an Afro-American political club, which was organized in part
by Helena's Republicans, declared its
intention to trumpet Republican William H. Claggett's candidacy for territorial delegate. r 3
In 1894, Helena blacks involved themselves once again in a controversial political issue. The story of the war
between Helena and Anaconda for the
designation as state capital is well
known, but the part played in the third
and last battle by the Colored Citizen,
an Afro-American newspaper published briefly in Helena, is less familiar. J. P. Ball, Jr., the editor, campaigned vigorously on Helena's behalf
during the newspaper's two-month existence in the fall of 1894. The Colored
Citizen aimed at Montana's black voters, who Ball believed would be "the
balance of power" in blocking the Anaconda Company's "iron claw of corporate infernalism which has always
crushed out th e black man from every
factory and workshop." When the electorate selected Helena as the capital,
Ball claimed no small part in the result.14

9. Montana Plaindealer (Helena), June 27,
Sept. 14, 1906; Jan. 10, 1908 (hereafter cited
Plaindealer with appropriate date).
10. Colored Citizen, Sept. 3, 1894.
11. Plaindealer, June 8, Nov. 18, 1906;
April 3, 1908. Helena city directories, 18951900; treasurer's account book, Helena Second Baptist Church (Negro), MHS.
12. Helena Gazette, June 15, July 13, 1867;
Rocky Mountain Gazette (Helena), Aug. 6,
1873 (quotation).
13. Herald, April 15, 1870 (quotation);
July 11, 1871. Republicans Wilbur Fisk
Sanders and Col. Wiley S. Scribner were instrumental in urging blacks to organize politically.
14. Colored Citizen, Sept. 17, Oct. 29 (quotation), 1894.
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The Colored Citizen, however, was
more than a mere mouthpiece for Helena's boosters. Its editor also chastised
local racists and even suggested that
they "be declared un-American." Ball
apparently served two masters. In support of the city, he argued that Helena,
unlike Anaconda, recognized "No Color Line"; in support of blacks, he exposed and denounced genuine prejudice--even in Helena. Despite ample
evidence that white politicians fi nanced Ball's paper for the sole purpose of promoting the city, the Colored
Citizen benefited local Afro-Americans: it was their public defender, if
only for two months. 15

By the first decade of the new century, Helena's black community had a
new spokesman to replace J.P. Ball. Joseph B. Bass came to Helena from
Topeka, Kansas, in early 1906. He arrived full of energy, ambition for his
race, and commitment to community
involvement. In his 33 years of residence in Topeka, Bass had participated in AME church activities, reform
politics, and some newspaper work.
Whether or not he moved to Helena
with journalism in mind, he was in
town hardly long enough to acquaint
himself with the area before he began
publishing the Montana Plaindealer.
And from the outset, Bass and his paper had a decided and positive effect
upon Helena's black community.
"With this issue we make our initial
bow to the public," Bass told awaiting readers of the Plaindealer on
March 16, 1906. In an opening expression of modesty, he disclaimed any intention of assuming instant leadership
of the black community and stated that
"our only aim shall be for the progress
and uplifting of a race with which our
destiny is forever linked." Indeed, the
eight-page paper was not overpowering in appearance, and Bass 's modesty
was appropriate; still, a discerning
r~ader
could surmise that the
Plaindealer would not be an idle paper. "Our mission," Bass explained,
"shall be at no time to stir up strife, but
rather to pour oil on troubled waters,"
but he also warned that he would
"stand up for the right and denounce
the wrong." As the Plaindealer quickly
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demonstrated, J.B. Bass was a progressive in politics, and his paper's motto,
"Peace, Prosperity, and Union," indicated a strong Republican ·affiliation. 16
Operating out of a small office at 17
South Main Street, _Bass and his assistant, Joseph H. Tucker, published the
Plaindealer on a weekly basis from
1906 to" 1911. Bass's printing business,
supplemented by advertisements and
subscriptions, kept the paper solvent,
and there is no evidence of silent business partners or other financial resources. Editorials appeared on page 1,
along with national news items of interest to the black community; the
remaining pages included regional,
state, and local news.
Helenan
reading the
A
black
Plaindeqltr in 1906 might have read
the week's editorial and glanced at the
major news items, but he was certain
to study the local news section. Herein
Bass providea a genuine service to Helena blacks, for these columns engendered community identity and involvement. Church activities, vital statistics,
unusual experiences, awards and
honors, and gossip all found a place in
the Plaindealer, and readers faithfully
checked to see if they or their friends
appeared in print. One device Bass
used, a column he called "The
Plaindealer Would Like To Know
Why," must have created minor sensations when he poked fun by asking
why "A certain gentleman who attended the Ball last week did not have
his full dress complete?" and "The
Owl saw two of the Smart Set on Joliet
and Cutler Sts. at a late hour Wednes.day night?" Though such entertain-· ment items undoubtedly attracted
readers, Bass's real purpose was to
stimulate genuine progressive action
among Afro-Americans in Helena. 17
Black progressivism, it should be
noted, was distinct from white progressivism. White progressives sough.,t
to reform bcleaguered institutions. But
Atro-Amencans in 1900 had yet to be
accepted into American life or allowed
access to American institutions; they
met discrimination at every turn. Since
emancipation, blacks throughout the
nation faced a continuing challenge to

Joseph 8. Bass. From 1906 to 1911, his
newspaper was black Helena's most
effective progressive voice.
(Montana Historical Society)

improve their condition and thereby
establish a recognized and equitable
position in society. Prof essivism for
blacks, then, was the et ort to ac mre
e rig s, opportumhes, an rewards
tli'at America seemed to offer. Among
blacks themselves a national debate
raged over the means by which progressive aims could be best accom~
plished. Some leaders urged self-help
and economic development as the most
efficient way to racial advancement;
others argued that the acquisition of
political and social rights should be the
first priority. By the first decade of the
2oth century, Booker T. Washington of
Tuskegee Institute and W. E. B. Du
Bois of Atlanta University stood as the
acknowledged national proponents of

15. Ibid., Sept. 3, 24, 1894. On the political
role of the Colored Citizen, see: Rex C.
Myers, "Montana's Negro Newspapers,
1894-1911," Montana Journalism Review,
No. 16 {1973), 17-22.
16. Plaindealer, March 16, 1906.
17. Ibid., Oct. 12, 1906 (first quotation);
June 14, 1907 (second quotation).
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the two strategies of black progressivism.18
J. B. Bass consistently prodded Helena's blacks to undertake self-help projects and business enterprises. Like
Washington, he believed that economic
development rather than strident demands for rights brought the desired
results. "We advise our young men to
go to work or engage in some legitimate business," Bass wrote in 1906, because "by doing something they will
not only command greater respect for
themselves but it will redound to the
credit of the race and community as
well." The shiftless and the idle, he reminded his readers, "are the weights
upon our progress." His was a gospel
of industry, thrift, and work. 19

The ideas, speeches, and activities of
Booker T. Washington figured prominently in the Plaindealer's pages. Bass
regularly excerpted articles and editorials from Washingtonian newspapers
such as the New York Age and the
Washington (D.C.) Bee. He also put the
suggestions of the Sage of Tuskegee
into action: due primarily to Bass's efforts, Helena's black community had
by 1908 created two progressive organizations founded on the self-help
principle. First, in 1907, a small group
that included Bass, tailors Arnett and
Harry Saulsburg, Manhattan Club
president Harry C. Simmons, and
printer J. L. Ellis formed a jj#lena
chapter of the Na io
·
eague.
e league, which Washington
himself founded in 1900 with the aid of
Carnegie money, promoted the estab-·
lishment of black-owned businesses. In
Helena the league met regularly to discuss business problems; it provided ·
some financial support for new businesses; and it sent delegates to national
conventions. Then in January 1908, a
second self-help group, the Afro-American Buildin£ Associa'ilon, incorporated under t e laws of Montana. 20
The Afro-American Building Association focused on an ambitious program
of economic development, that is, it
formed "for the purpose of buying real
estate and erecting buildings." The
Plaindealer endorsed its program as "a
splendid investment for the colored

citizens of Helena." The eight-member
board of directors included three
women, two of . whom operated b1:1sinesses of .their own--a beauty salon
and a "physical culture d u b 11 fo r
women. Bass declared that the association was a "giant stride in the betterment of the condition of the race in this
section," and he believed that'it would
attract. more blacks to Helena. Al~
though there· is no evidence that the
association actually constructed any
buildings, Frank Mitchell's Atlantic
Restaurant and Jessie Waggener's
Crown Cleaners received support from
the organization.21
Business and economic development
was not the only focus of Helena's progressive-minded blacks. Community
improvement, a major concern of both
black and white progressives, took on
special significance for blacks. Local
struggles to improve conditions were
part of the greater effort to better the
black man's position, uplift the entire
race, and hasten the day of genuine acceptance by white Americans. Fired
with this vision and hope, Bass used
the Plaindealer to challenge his neighbors and pressure them into working
for civic progress. 2 2
As Bass told his readers, civic progress
demanded that the blacks organize
their community, unify it, cleanse it of
immoral elements, encourage its dynamic members, and defend it from racist attacks. The first priorities were
unity and local initiative. "The greatest
hope for the ultimate solution of the
problems ... of our race," he said, "is
our ability to get together." In 1907, for
example, when representatives of a national Colored Co-Operative League
tried to organize in Helena, Bass editorialized in support of the cooperative
principle but against the league. "Let's
get together on a movement of our
own," he suggested, "and not one that
requires us to pay high tribute to some
insatiable nabob of which we know
nothing about." Black Helenans benefited from information and expertise
provided by the National Negro Business League, but Bass held firmly to
the belief that only local cooperative
activities would increase self-esteem
and also win approval from whites:
"With our people working together, we

shall be in a position to command the
respect and commendation of our more
favored friends of the opposite dominant race." 23
Bass . and fellow progressives challenged defeatist attitudes among Helena blacks and succeeded in stimulating that sense of group pride which
every ethnic population desires. It was
a pride born of achievement and nurtured by the optimistic faith that acceptance was forthcoming. Fred Spearman, a waiter and later cTvH service
employee, told Plaindealer readers:
"The Negro is the mighty force he is in
the world today only because he has
demonstrated in competitive struggle
that he possesses power." The black
man, Bass proudly claimed, could
compete with anyone. When Charles
Mason and his professional crew of
black waiters from Hot Springs, Arkansas, came to Helena's famed ~
water Hotel and Natatorium, for examass cou d not resist comparing
expertise to the "bum service"

18. August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age
of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor,
1963), 100-120, 190-206; Louis R. Harlan,
Booker T. Washington: The Making of a
Black Leader, 1856-1901 (New York, 1972);
. Elliott M. Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois, Propagandist of the Negro Protest (New York,
1968).
19. Plaindealer, April 27, 1906.
20. Ibid., April 26, June 14, July 19, Aug. 9,
1907; Meier, 124-27.
21. Plaindealer, Jan. 10 (first quotation), 24
(second quotation), 1908. The board of directors included Nathaniel Ford, M. 0. J.
Arnett, James Crump, George W. Alexander, William C. Irvin, Mary Matthews, Mattie Simmons, and Lenora Johnson.
22. On black progressivism, see: Lester C.
Lamon, "Progressivism Was Not 'For
Whites Only': The Black Progressive Reformers of Nashville, Tennessee, 19061918," Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences Proceedings, 3rd Series, Vol. 9 (1974),
103-12; Linda 0. Hines and Allen W. Jones,
"A Voice of Black Protest: The Savannah
Men's Sunday Club, 1905-191J.," Phylon,
Vol. 35 (1974), 193-202.
23. Plaindealer, May 11, 1906 (third quotation); May 24 (first quotation), Nov. 1 (second quotation), 1907.
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previously provided by "the young
white men who were imported here as
waiters.":.! 4
Bass, Spearman, and other progressives commended the active, moral,
and achievement-oriented life. Of all
their community organizations, the St.
James Literary Society best emulated
-Such values. Under the initial guidance
of the Reverend W. T. Osborne, Walter
Dorsey, Mrs. Eugene Baker, and Joseph
Clark, the society grew quickly after its
founding in November 1906, boasting
over 100 participants at its weekly
meetings. The society provided black
Helenans with a forum for discussion
of community issues, an audience for
performing artists, and an opportunity
for local poets, playwrights, and essayists to present their work. Bass called
the society "an intellectual treat"; he
believed the group would keep Helena's blacks "in the front rank of progress," doing their part "in the solution
of the great problems that confront
us.":.! 5
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nity against an outraged and prejudiced white citizenry posed a genuine
dilemma to Bass and other progressives.:.!6

Plaindealer, "is just as intense as that
in the south, only the North plays the
hypocrite to the contrary." According
to Walton, Helena blacks should recognize the truth about whites: "the northern white man never did want the
Negro on equal rights with him and he
knows he is playing the hypocrite all
the time." Afro-Americans might be
encouraged to improve· their condition
through business, Walton reminded
her readers, but soon "you ·will hear
the northern white brother say, 'Oh it
is too bad he or she is colored, they
ought to have been a Jew.' "29

A case in point is the Nora Mentzel
trial. in 1906. Mentzel, a rather wellknown Clore Street prostitute, killed a
black soldier in the course of an argu;.
ment. Though the Independent and the
Montana Daily Record reported the
whole affair accurately, the reports
dwelt on lurid details and the antics
and opinions of Leon Lacroix, the prosecutor and county attorney. Lacroix's
charge to the jury, which the Record
called "a masterful effort, at times Walton and other Helena blacks mixed
reaching the. stage of eloquence," suc- the self-help doctrine with a strong decinctly expressed a widely held view. fense of political and civil rights. Not
"It is time that the respectable white exclusively committed to Washington's
people of this community rise in their views, they embraced many of the
might and assert their rights." Bass an- ideas and tactics of Du Bois, whose Nigered quickly when he heard such sen- agara movement stressed the acquisitiments, because he knew that all too tion of equal rights over self-help and
often white saloonkeepers and gam- economic development. The truly chalblers enticed blacks and relied on their lenging aspect of Du Bois-style milipatronage.27
tancy was its rejection of hypocrisy
and self-deception. Although many
Although progressive blacks did not blacks continued to accommodate
While recitals, plays, and socials defend Nora Mentzel's morality, they whites whenever politically or ecodrew considerable interest, the St. protested against her being used to nomically expedient, other&--even
James Literary Society debates created make race once again the target of gen- business people like Annie Walton-real excitement. Furious discussions eralized attacks. Bass, in a pained and accepted the Du Bois example, gave
often followed the formal debates on angry reaction to Lacroix, asked Hel- vent to their anger, and stripped the
controversial topics such as "Resolved, ena to "give us credit for what we do
that the Negroes of the South enjoy .... we are law-abiding." He reminded
more prosperity than in any other sec- whites that "the moral degenerates are
tion of the U.S."; "Resolved, that slavthe weight upon us, as they are upon
ery was a benefit to the Negro race"; your race, and this is no fault of the
and "Resolved, that woman suffrage is
whole race." The jury found Mentzel
detrimental to the welfare of the na- not guilty of murder by reason of self- 24. Ibid., April 12, 1907; June 26, 1908
(Fred Spearman, "The Negro a World
tion." These debates forced blacks to · defense, but for Helena's blacks the is- Force").
evaluate the progress of the race and, sue was not her guilt or innocence.
more importantly, the actual condition Criminal behavior strengthened white 25. Plaindealer, Feb. 1, 1907.
of Helena's black population. Moral .·· prejudice, and it was clear that the 26. Ibid., March 13 (first quotation), May 1
standards in the community, con- black community needed to speak out (second quotation), Dec. 7 (third quotation),
cerned Afro-Americans agreed, needed plainly against immorality, defend its 1908.
to be raised so that the misbehavior of reputation, and contest prejudice ag- 27. Montana Daily Record (Helena),
a few would not condemn the majority. gressively. 2 s
March 23 (quotation), 24, 1906 (hereafter
cited Record with appropriate date); IndeIt was particularly painful to black
progressives that whites took special The Plaindealer began to advocate pendent, March 20, 23, 26, 1906.
nofice of the criminal and deviant ele- civil rights. Bass demanded that Hel- 28. Plaindealer, March 30, 1906 (quotaments among Helena blacks and ig- ena treat her citizens on an equal basis. tion); Record, March 26, 1906. Mentzel was
nored the achievements of average citi- Refusing to maintain the low civil not entirely free, however, for she was
with conspiracy to commit perjury
zens. The mere existence of black rights profile typical of the followers of charged
along with Joseph H. Tucker, Clover "Bad
prostitutes, pimps, hustlers, and gam- Booker T. Washington, Bass and other Boy" Smith, and L. L. Grisson. She was, in
blers in Clore Street dives confirmed activists rejected retreat-and-accom- fact, apprehended as she boarded an outfor whites the worst black stereotypes. modation tactics. "Negro rights in the ward-bound train.
Situations demanding a defense of this north, prejudice against the Negro in 29. Annie Walton to editor, in Plaindealer,
immoral element in the black commu- the north," Annie Walton wrote in the March 24, 1911.
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hypocrisy off themselves and their
neighbors.

By

1908 the Plaindealer had become an ideologically interesting mixture: it exhorted blacks to protest yet it
urged them to quiet industry. Bass and
other progressives found it increasingly difficult to remain silent when
discrimination and prejudice threatened their integrity and racial pride.
What good was it to bolster community
pride if prejudice robbed blacks of
their rights and freedom? The more
Bass questioned, the less Washingtonian the Plaindealer's tone became. By
1911, when Walton wrote her strident
piece, the paper verged on militancy.
Perhaps Bass swung toward Du Bois
too quickly for most Helena blacks,
and this may partially explain the
demise of the Plaindealer that year.
One thing is certain: local conditions
caused Bass's move to militancy.
In 1906, for example, when the Independent maliciously belittled AfroAmerican improvement, stating that
"the average Ner o likes pork cho~
"6'e tter than wor 11 and that blacks
-rrhave a genius fo r self-maintenance
without working," Bass was anything
but quiet. In response to the insult that
"repose is the natural attitude of the
Negro," Bass assailed the Independent's views as "dull, stupid, and disingenuous." Go south of the MasonDixon Line, he instructed, "and any 12
years old school child can tell you who
furnishes the labor that puts on the
market the great productions of the
South." According to Bass, the Inde- ·
pendent's editor had outdone the notorious southern racist "Pitchfork" Ben
Tillman, and Helena's blacks would
not stand for it. The Plaindealer, at
times as strident as Du Bois himself,
defended the black community time
and again, and particularly in two separate instances in 1908 and 1909.30 ·
On May 5, 1908, William R. Holland,
who was described by the Record as "a
colored man wearing large and flashy
diamonds, with clothes to correspond," found that he had transgressed
a recently enacted law prohibiting the
unauthorized wearing of an insignia of
a fraternal order. Holland, who played

ragtime piano in a Clore Street brothel,
was a member of the International Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks
of the World, the Afro-American Elks
organization. For several days. he had ·
displayed a diamond-studded Elks pin
inscribed with the legend "B.P.0.K";
local · white Elks members moved to
have him arrested, maintaining that
Hollan~ was masquerading as a "real" .
Elk when in fact he was not. This unusual law resulted from fears generated when the Butte Elks, the only
black lodge in Montana, proposed expansion in 1906. That year Helena Elks
warned other white fraternal orders
that a black invasion was in the offing,
and when the legislature met in 1907
there was considerable support for a
bill intro.duced by W. H. Haviland, a
Butte Democrat, which was designed
to protect white fraternal orders from
similar Afro-American orders by making unauthorized insignia-wearing unlawful. After little debate the bill
passed unanimously on February 13,
1907, providing penalties of a $200 fine
and 90 days in jail.:1 1
Thus, when William Holland walked
about Helena wearing his Elks pin in
the spring of 1908, the white Elks recognized that he was recruiting for the
expanding Butte lodge. Armed with
the new law, they acted swiftly. In response to Holland's arrest, the
Plaindealer carried an editorial entitled "Jim Crowing"; in it, Bass defended the black Elks organization and
declared the law "distinctive class legislation," "an outrage" that had no
place in a civilized community. "Any
old bum be he with a white face could
use the button and no notice would be
taken of the same," Bass contended,
but an upstanding black had no rights.
A jury of white Helenans found Holland guilty, and Judge Samuel W.
Langhorne, noting what he called Holland's impudence, fined him $100.
Holland, standing on principle and
with the support of the Plaindealer, refused to pay and went to jail. Bass
charged that Langhorne, Deputy
County Attorney Edward Phelan, and
others involved in the case were themselves members of the Elks and were
hardly objective in prosecuting the
case.
Holland's
lawyer, Charles
Spaulding, agreed and appealed the

decision to the state supreme court on
June 29, 1908.:i2
Spaulding, who had previously defended Nora Mentzel, argued that the
legislation violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and constituted a poorly disguised effort to discriminate against
blacks. On July 18, 1908, Chief Justice
Theodore Brantly, expressing the opinion of a unanimous court, agreed that
the law was discriminatory and in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.
"Speaking generally," Brantly wrote,
"all persons in the community are free
to use or wear any article they please."
Yet the court dodged the racial issue
altogether. It invalidated the law on
the basis of a section that exempted
wives and daughters of members from
prosecution, ruling against sexualnot racial-discrimination. What may
have constituted an early victory for
women's rights in Montana left the Jim
Crow issue in a somewhat ambivalent
state. Nonetheless, Bass rightfully
boasted that Jim Crow laws in Montana could be challenged and that they
had suffered a defeat. As black progressives claimed victory, another test
loomed on the horizon.:i3
Democratic State Senator Charles S.
Muffly of Winston, representing
Broadwater County, had introduced a
bill in 1907 prohibiting mixed racial
marriages. The legislation failed in
1907, but Muffly reintroduced it in
1909. "The Tom-Toms have been
beaten, the tocsin sounded," Bass
wrote in February of that year, "and

30. Independent, June 1, 1906 (first quotation); Plaindealer, June 8, 1906 (second quotation).
31. Record, May 5, 1908 (quotation);
Plaindealer, June 24, 1906; Laws, 1907, pp.
24-25; House Journal, 1907, pp. 259, 271,
283.
32. Plaindealer, May 15, 1908.
33. Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of Montana,
1908 (San Francisco, 1909), 393-407;
Plaindealer, July 31, 1908.
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one, the honorable Mr. Muffly of
Broadwater, has achieved fame , if not
fortune, by the passage in the Senate of
the Montana Legislature, of a real Jim
Crow law." Bass geared up the
Plaindealer for a contest with "the Ben
Tillman of the Northwest," and at once
set about portraying Muffly as a veritable Jeff Davis, an "unregenerate Democratic fire eater" who snorted racist
sentiments, played the demagogue's
role, and encouraged racial prejudice.
How could Montanans be taken in,
Bass asked , when Muffly rose in the
senate shouting, "Oh Lord, save us
from being devoured by inter-marriages between blacks and whites!":i..i

"A

J. E. W.
created
League
defense

Clark, Arnett, Bass, and others
the Afro-American Protective
to bring political pressure in
of blacks ' rights.=·1°

1970 the census reveals only 45 blacks
residing in a city of 22,730.:18

During the progressive era, Helena's
blacks formed a strong and viable community characterized by racial pride,
pragmatism, and group-oriented action. Their experience demonstrates
that the behavior of minorities on the
frontier resembled that of their counterparts in more developed regions;
further, it suggests that Afro-American
political strategies were influenced
more by local conditions than by ideological convictions. The story of Helena's blacks constitutes an important
chapter in the urban history of the
frontier West. D

The league, at least through 1910,
seems to have been effective in identifying and protesting discrimination,
most commonly the discriminatory administration . of justice. Blacks frequently faced charges for gambling,
disorderly conduct, and other disturbances, but whites usually escaped
punishment for the same activities. By
September 1911, yet another organization had bee n founded to protect Helena blacks. The Colored Progressive
Leagbe, composed of over 60 active
mem ers, pledged itself to expel black
pimps, prostitutes, and hustlers from
the city and to defend Afro-Americans William L. Lang is editor of Montana,
unjustly harassed by racist authori- the Magazine of Western History, published by the Montana Historical Socities.:17
ety, and coauthor of Montana: Our
Publication of the Montana Plain- Land and People. Active in urban, ethdealer ended in 1911. For several nic, and oral history, he is currently
writing a history of Helena, Montana.
months before the paper's demise, Bass
He holds an M.A. from Washington
pleaded with subscribers to renew, State University and a Ph.D. from the
and he publicly asked those who owed University of Delaware.
money to promptly pay their debts. His
job printing business, which had carried a major portion of the newspaper's financial burden, had dropped
off since 1909. Perhaps Bass's increasing militancy, particularly the organization of the Afro-American Protective
League, turned customers away; per- 34. Plaindealer, Feb. 12, 1909.
haps the quality of printing had 35. Laws, 1909, pp. 57-58 (first quotation).
declined and business suffered as a re- For the legislative history of Muffly's senate
sult. Whatever the reason, with the end bill 34, see: Senate Journal of the Eleventh
of the Legislative Assembly of the
of the Plaindealer, black Helena lost its Session
State of Montana, 1909 (Helena, 1909), 46,
most effective progressive voice.
171, 282, 291 ; House Journal, 1909, pp. 55 ,

n .Act Prohibiting Marriages between White Persons, Negroes, Persons
of Negro Blood, and between White
Persons, Chinese and Japanese, and
making such Marriage Void; and prescribing punishment for Solemnizing
such Marriages," became law on
March 3, 1909. Though the antimiscegenation bill passed narrowly-and
only after considerable amendment
and at least one major floor fight in the
house--it nevertheless was a great
blow to blacks in the Treasure State.
"Montana has joined the Jim Crow Colony alongside of Mississippi, South
Carolina, Texas, and Arkansas," Bass
blasted in boldface across the front
page; "God help us!" The white press,
notably Helena's Treasure State, supported the law: "the black man is not
the equal of his white contemporary ...
and Jim Crow laws won't hold him
down if he deserves to rise." To this
Bass replied, "Just as well to tell us
even if you are in prison, if you deserve In subsequent years, Helena's black
. . population declined sharply from its
to be free you shall be."as
height in 1910. By 1920 there were only
Bass was particularly critical of the Re- 220 blacks in a total population numpublicans who voted for Muffly's bill.
bering 12,037, and in 1930 only 131 in
They were traitors to their principles 12,094 persons. There is no single
and the nation. It was tragic, Bass cause for the decline. Helena's populacried, that "the blacks were slain in the tion decreased slightly between 1910
house of their friends." To emphasize and 1920, probably as a result of the
his point, he published the names of heavy draft calls Montana experienced
'ifour degenerate Republicans" adver- during World War I. Mant of Helena's
tisement-style on the front page. De- blacks were called to fig t; it is also
spite his fulminations the law stood. hkeiy that Slacks in Helena responded
Nevertheless, Bass and the Plaindealer to the lures of war-related jobs in the
made it clear that Helena's black com- Mid west and on the Pacific Coast. By
munity was not without a voice in pro- mid-century, only 88 blacks remained
test. In April 1909, Henry J. Baker. in a total population of 17,581, and by .

238, 287, 300, 368. The senate vote was 15
to 11; after one defeat on the floor, the bill
passed the house by a final vote of 42 to 18 .
Plaindealer, March 5, 1909 (second quotation); Treasure State (Helena), Feb. 20, 1909
(third quotation).
36. Plaindealer, Feb. 12 (first quotation),
April 24 (second quotation), July 30, 1909.
37. See editorials in Plaindealer, April 2,
Oct. 30, 1909; May 26, Sept. 8, 1911.
38. Fourteenth Census of the United States,
Vol. III: Population: 1920 (Washington,
D.C., 1922), 584; Fifteenth Census of the
United States: 1930, Population, Vol. III,
Part 2 (Washington, D.C., 1932), 48; A Report of the Seventeenth Decennial Census
of the United States: Census of Population:
1950, Vol. II, Part 26 (Washington, D.C.,
1952), 39; 1970 Census of Population, Vol. I,
Part 28 (Washington, D.C., 1973), 62.
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Montana. Livingston was a railroad
town, hub of the Northern Pacific
Railway's maintenance department in
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The Feisty, Cantankerous, and Affable

Warren McGee grew up in Livingston listening to train
whistles, chasing sleek engines with his wagon in tow,
and visiting the roundhouse every chance he got. It
came as little surprise that this boy would grow up
wanting to work for the railroad.
When McGee graduated from high school, however, employment was hard to come by. It was 1932,
the middle of the Great Depression. Warren worked
any job he could find- wrapping sweet rolls at the
local bakery, washing dishes for highway construction
crews on the Beartooth Highway project, grubbing
willows at the Fort Peck Dam site-and waited for his
big chance to work for the railroad. Finally, in 1936, he
landed a job as a brakeman with the Northern Pacific
Railway, making "student" runs under the watchful
eyes of experienced crew members. As a brakeman,
McGee's job was to assist the conductor by coupling
and uncoupling cars.
Although he had acquired his first camera when
he was sixteen, Warren now set himself a project: to
get a picture of each of the Northern Pacific's 2,100
engines. Within seven short years, Warren had traveled
throughout the northern-tier states and photographed
4,000 engines and train cars belonging to the Northern Pacific and other railroads. When the United States
entered World War II in 1941, McGee served with the
U.S. Army Air Corps in the South Pacific, participating
in the Solomon and Mariana campaigns. Always prepared, this child of the Depression took his own pliers
and screwdriver. It proved to be a good thing too, since
the military-issue tool box was months in catching up
to him. In 1945, he happily resumed his post on the
Northern Pacific when he returned to Montana.
Railroad workers had their favorite stops along the
rail line, and the cafe in Big Timber, Montana, was a
popular lunch spot. For one thing, a waitress there
provided quick service that was much appreciated by
"the rails"-the nickname given to railroad workers.
The waitress was Bernice Lavold, and Warren took an
interest in the tall, lean woman from Big Timber. After
a six-month courtship, Warren and Bernice married in
1946. She shared in Warren's interests and activities.
The couple had one son, Howard, born in 1949.
By 1950, Warren had worked his way up to conductor on passenger trains. The promotion meant
long hours away from home, a situation this son of
an engineer understood well. Never one to be bored,
Warren spent his off-hours photographing trains,
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I was trying to get a picture of each
of the NP engines. There were
about 2,100 of them. I photographed 1,900. The others were
scrapped before I was a gleam
in my mother's eye .... At first
I didn't know the importance of
my work, but now I know it is an
historical record.
-

WARREN McGEE

Quotes are from Warren McGee inteNiew by Brian Shavers and Dale Martin , December
1997, Oral History 1718, Montana Historical Society Resea rch Center, Helena.

IN 1936, McGee landed a job as a brakeman with the

Northern Pacific. Here he poses on September 21, 1937,
with NP Engine No. 5104 in the Laurel, Montana, rail yard
before they bothjoined a westbound freight train.

The first night I got my application
to go hrakin', I was out at Melody
Lane dancing and celebrating.
I told the roundhouse assistant
foreman, ''Went hrakin' today,
Mason." [He replied] "You did,
eh? Everyday's a school day now."
I never forgot that.
-WARREN McGEE

perfecting the inventory of each exposure he produced,
and befriending other railroad historians he encountered. Even family vacations were spent chasing
trains from one end of the country to the other. By the
1960s, Warren had had other opportunities to take
supervisory positions in faraway places, but he didn't
have to think twice. Montana was his home and the
only place he wanted to live.
During Warren's career on the railroad, he
witnessed many changes. At the beginning of his
career, most train engines ran on steam power. In
the early 1940s, however, diesel locomotives began
to replace steam engines. Diesel engines were
more powerful and able to pull heavy loads up long
mountainous inclines and did not require the frequent
water, coal, and maintenance needed by the earlier
engines. During World War II, railroad companies
rushed to order diesel locomotives, ushering in a new
era in railroad transportation.
By the 1960s, Warren and others knew that the
industry was in for other big changes. There was talk
about mergers to provide better passenger service
and quicker freight transportation. Always outspoken,
Warren served as chairman of the powerful Livingston
Anti-Merger Committee for eleven years, at times
jeopardizing his position with the Northern Pacific to
represent his community's concerns. He attended
hearings before the U.S. Supreme Court as the opposition's attorneys urged the high court to deny the
merger of the major rail lines serving the northern-tier
states. Nonetheless, the merger of the Great Northern,
Northern Pacific, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
railways produced the Burlington Northern Railroad in
1970. Left out of the merger talks and yet a victim of
the results, the Milwaukee Road filed for bankruptcy
in December 1977.
In 1972, Howard, Warren and Bernice's twentytwo year old son, died in an automobile accident.
McGee retired on October 31, 1975, not long after
the Northern Pacific's merger. In spite of his personal
losses, Warren continued his interest in photography,
traveling throughout the country to record engines,
operations, and other important aspects of rail history.
In addition to railroad photography, Warren and Bernice researched and traced the Bozeman Trail and
contributed their time to church, civic, school, and
political projects of all kinds. In 1995, Warren received
the Montana Historical Society's Board of Trustee's
Award for outstanding contributions to preserving the
state's history. Bernice died in 2001.
Today, Warren McGee is still researching railroad
history, making forays into his basement archives to
answer railroad-related questions posed by scholars
throughout the world. #II
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ALL ASPECTS of railroading interested McGee. In this i938 shot, Northern Pacific Engine No. 1057, leased to
subsidiary Addison Miller, switches cars loaded with rip-rap rock from Merriman Quarry south of Livingston
to a NP freight train. The railroad used the rock to stabilize riverbank grades from Sand Point, Idaho, to
Bismarck, North Dakota. A non-unionized company, Addison Miller kept costs down by working crews six
days a week and sixteen hours per day doing, in McGee's words, the NP's "dirty. work," including mining rock
and coal, operating coal docks, and icing refrigerator cars.
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THE NORTHERN PACIFIC operated locomotive repair shops at Brainerd, Minnesota,
Livingston, Montana, and South Tacoma,
Washington. In this shot taken at Livingston
on May 25, i939, the size of the sixteen-stall
repair shop dwarfs the steam locomotives
being serviced. At the shop, mechanics completely disassembled and rebuilt engines
after the engines had operated for about four
years. They also entirely rebuilt locomotives
damaged in accidents. The overhead crane
in the back of the shop could lift the boilers
from the largest locomotives. McGee's documentation of his photography on this day was
thorough: he recorded the engine numbers of
each of the seven locomotives in the shop.

-t
/

ON FEBRUARY 10, i939, McGee photographed Northern Pacific Engine No. 5106 slowly hauling its eastbound extra
freight train to the top of Bozeman Pass, nearly 5,600 feet above sea level. Aided by helper Engine No. 4501 on the rear,
the train is entering the cut west of the Bozeman Tunnel portal. The engine would continue to "work steam" through the
tunnel, and the steam, added to the already thick air, often made it difficult for the crew to breathe in the tunnel.
JENNIFER JEFFRIES THOMPSON
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DURING THE SUMMER FRUIT HARVESTS, the Northern Pacific ran "Cherry Special" trains
from Washington's Yakima Valley to the East Coast. These freight specials ran as extra
sections of the North Coast Limited because it had the fastest schedule on the railroad. On
June 13, 1941, a ten-car "Cherry Special" wrecked east of Athol, Idaho, when the engineer
took a forty-mile-per-hour curve at close to eighty. The engine slid the equivalent of half a
city block on its side and seven cars were demolished. The conductor and two brakemen
escaped injury, but the engineer, fireman, and a hobo died.

McGEE DID NOT limit his photography to the Northern Pacific. This White Sulphur Springs & Yellowstone Park Railway (WSS&YP) train, photographed on February 20, 1942, sits on the braJJ.chline connecting
White Sulphur Springs to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway's mainline at Ringling, Montana. The
Milwaukee Road owned 51 percent of the WSS&YP branchline and leased to it Engine No. 36, shown here
rigged with a snowplow. Since branchline trains operated alone, they needed to be able to clear snow drifts
from the tracks.
52
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1884, the Bozeman
Tunnel was a tight fit for the steam
locomotives introduced in the
1930s. To resolve this problem,
the NP built a 3,015-foot parallel
tunnel 100 feet north of the original
bore. The last train to traverse the
original tunnel, above, was photographed on July 28, 1945. After
it was through, the track section
gang, right, connected the new
tracks to the mainline, putting the
second tunnel in service. Warren's
brother, Harold, took these two
photographs while Warren was
serving in the South Pacific.
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Llearned passenger work from James
Spencer. He was the most affable sort
of a person I was ever around. He
would start some sort of beef with an
unsuspecting passenger by saying,
''I don't think this ticket is any good.
Where the hell did you get this ticket?"
Eventually all the passengers would join
in the joke, and the whole atmosphere
of that car changed. I always had a
happy train. And that guy taught me
to do that.
-

WARREN McGEE

WARREN McGEE'S method
for taking good railroad photographs-" Find a pretty
spot and let the train come
through it"-produced many
memorable images. Here the
Great Northern's westbound
mail train makes time along
the Kootenai River five miles
west of Libby in northwestern Montana.
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WARREN McGEE and his father, Howard, worked
together for the first time as engineer and conductor on the eastbound passenger train leaving
Livingston on November 21, i950.

THE MILWAUKEE ROAD started usmg
electric engines on its route from Harlowton, Montana, to Avery, Idaho, and in parts
of Washington in i914. In i945, General
Electric designed a new electric locomotive
for the Soviet Railway's trans-Siberian
routes. When the Soviets tried to force the
U.S. and its allies out ofWest Berlin with a
blockade in i948, the U.S. banned the sale
of the engines to the U.S.S.R. The Milwaukee Road purchased twelve of the engines,
rebuilt them to American standards, and
put them into service at the end of i950.
Here Engine E2o, known as "Little Joe," is
pictured at Three Forks, Montana, on September 2, i953.

IN . THIS September 3, i956, view, the Proctor, Minnesota, rail yard is crowded with cars filled with iron ore
from Minnesota's Mesabi Range. In the foreground, a Duluth Missabe & Iron Range Railway train with empty
hopper cars is northbound for the Iron Range to fill up and return to Lake Superior docks with iron ore to
transfer to Great Lakes ships.
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THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD operated the largest fleet of gas-turbine electric locomotives in the U.S. This 848,000-pound, two-piece unit, delivered by General Electric
on February 1959, could produce 8,500 horsepower. However, the company found the
gas turbines to be expensive to operate and maintain. It replaced them with conventional
diesel electric locomotives after only a little more than a decade of service.

CONDUCTOR Warren McGee posed
with brakeman Red Brooks during a
stop at Winston, Montana, onjanuary 7, 1964, beside newly delivered
Caboose No. 1131. On freight trains
pulled by steam engines, the conductor and a rear brakeman rode in
the caboose to monitor "hot boxes"
created when wheel bearings ran
out of lubricant. Before radios, if
they saw smoke, they would "pull
the air" to set the train's emergency
brakes before the bearing burned
off and caused a derailment. With a
radio, the crew radioed the engine
crew to stop. The train crew then
"walked the train" until they found
and repaired the bearing. Cabooses
were removed from trains in the
1980s.
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[The Northern Pacific merger] wasn't going to be the
great panacea they claimed it would be. It wasn't going
to improve railroad service; wasn't going to improve
passenger service; wasn't good for the country. A reduction
of competition is not good, and I knew that.
-WARREN McGEE
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IN 1960, three major railroad companies-the Northern Pacific, Great Northern, and the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy-proposed to merge. Warren McGee saw the merger as a threat to customer and community services
along the lines and to the facilities and employees of the railroads. From his home in Livingston, Montana, he
mobilized an opposition campaign, arguing that the railroads had promised to provide affordable passenger
and freight service in exchange for the federal land grants they had received. In October 1969, McGee (center)
and Wall Street financiers Sam Williams and Lou Dailey posed in front of the U.S. Supreme Court, where
the opposition's attorneys presented oral arguments. The court ruled to sustain the Interstate Commerce
Commission's decision to allow the merger, which took place on March 3, 1970. The new company became
known as the Burlington Northern Railroad.
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it never ran anywhere near Yellowstone Park,
the White Sulphur Springs &
Yellowstone Park Railway-the
"Galloping Goose" as it was
known by locals-carried the park
in its name from 1910 to 1980. It
provided an important source
of wood-product freight to the
Milwaukee Road after World
War II. Here switch Engine No.
970 hauls a load of wood chips on
EVEN THOUGH

July 31, 1970.

They're going to rediscover passenger trains in this country. Ain't
everybody wants to fly. Ain't everybody even got a chance to fly. There
ain't a hell of a lot of chances to do anything but walk out of this state.
It's a dammed outrage.
-

WARREN

McGEE
~
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IN THE 188os, the Great Northern

Railway built a branch from Helena to Butte, Montana, to mainline
standards that would allow the
track to survive the punishment of
trains hauling heavy mineral shipments from Butte to the railroad's
mainline across Montana's northem tier. The branchline was less
than a year from abandonment on
June 20, 1978, when McGee rode
this Burlington Northern train
across the trestle at Corbin. At
that time, the line ran only as far
south as Basin, where the railroad
loaded mineral ore.

the Montana Historical Society combined railroad
artifacts with photographs from McGee's vast collection to
create an exhibit honoring his significant donation. Forty of
his images are included in an exhibit traveling to communities around the state (the exhibit schedule is available at www
.montanahistoricalsociety.org). McGee has been involved in
preserving other aspects of railroad history as well, including Livingston's Northern Pacific depot (below, with McGee,
January 12, 2007). Burlington Northern gave the building and
one million dollars for its maintenance to the city in 1985.
IN 2007,

Jennifer Jeffries Thompson has been a familiar face around the

Montana Historical Society since 1980. A contract historian and formerly the MHS curator of education, Jennifer processed the McGee
photograph collection shortly after its donation and recently curated the
McGee photography traveling exhibit. Warren McGee, Dr. Rufus Cone
of Montana State University, and Gary Tarbox, president of the Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association, contributed their expertise
to this article.

The Montana Historical Society accepts
generous gifts from donors nearly every
day, and without them , the Society would
not be able to fulfill its mission to collect,
preserve, and interpret Montana's history. We are grateful to those who understand and support our endeavors to gather
Montana's stories. After all, therein lies the
power of an artifact, photograph, or written
record: they all tell stories of the people
who once owned them.
Stewardship of Montana's possessions
is a promise. In exchange for any donation, no matter how large or small, the
Society promises to care for, preserve, and
interpret the gift. Warren McGee weighed
many options as he thought about how to
make his collection available to the public.
He chose the Montana Historical Society
because of its conscientious stewardship.
McGee's documentation of his collection makes this gift especially valuable. For
each image, he recorded in detail the date,
place, event, and persons involved, creating an invaluable inventory that he donated
along with prints, negatives, slides, books,
and other reference materials. McGee
also helped provide for the care of these
materials; he enlisted the help of the
Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association and its membership, which, along
with the Montana Department of Transportation, contributed financial resources that
enabled Society staff to process the collection and produce an exhibit of the images.
Many collections are donated with trusts
that assist the Society in caring for and
making them accessible. Financial support
enables Society staff to secure the best
professional care available and to process
a collection quickly.
The gift of giving is not just about the
artifacts, art, photographs, or archival
donations; it is also about the story that
comes with each contribution. If you have a
collection that you think the Society might
be interested in , please contact the appropriate program or visit the MHS website,
www.montanahistoricalsociety.org #II
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Historical Commentary
by

JOHN

MACK

FARAGHER

HBO's Deadwood
Not Your Typical Western
Wes tern. A drunken lynch mob in a Montana town
demands that Sheriff Bullock hand over the accused
murderer. Setting, character, and story line are immediately apparent. We're on the American frontier of
the late nineteenth century with familiar characters
acting out an equally familiar story about the coming
of law and order to the West. Other Hollywood
Wes terns-or clips from them-may leap to mind. A
movie like Dodge City (1939), starring Errol Flynn as
a law-and-order marshal, or perhaps Gunsmoke, the
longest running of all television series (1955-75), with
James Arness as Matt Dillon. But Marshal Dillon, in
all his many seasons, even after one beer too many
with Miss Kitty at the Long Branch, could never have
played it the way Bullock does. Bullock doesn't have
time for this ruckus. He has already resigned his post
en
and with his partner is preparing
~ to relocate to the gold-rush town
3
~ of Deadwood in the Black Hills,
~ where the two of them will open
CD
0
a hardware business. So while his
partner holds the mob at bay with
a shotgun, Bullock hauls his prisoner outside. This man's "hangin'
under cover oflaw," he snarls, and
as the mob watches in stunned
disbelief, he throws a rope over
the porch beam and strings up the
murderer himself. It's completely
unexpected and truly shocking. The dialogue throughout is
heavy with profanity, prominently
featuring the use of the "f" word.
As the scene fades to black, one
thing is certain. This will not be
In the wake of 9/11, the executive producer of the HBO series Deadwood, David Milch,
your typical Wes tern.
wanted to explore how order might emerge during a period of social and political
David Milch-executive proturmoil. The intention, he says, was to wean viewers "from any preconception about
what the West had been or what the experience of watching the show was going to be
ducer, head writer, and undisputed
like." In the first episode, Wild Bill Hickok (Keith Carradine) and Seth Bullock (Timothy
auteur of Deadwood-says he did
Olyphant) confront an outlaw on the streets of Deadwood. Hickok's death, early in the
series, forces Bullock to accept responsibility for law and order in Deadwood.
not set out to make a Wes tern. In
When actor Timothy Olyphant landed the role of

Sheriff Seth Bullock in Deadwood, the HBO dramatic series that recently concluded its third and
final season, he called home with the news. "My mom
was so excited that I was gonna play the hero in a
Wes tern," he told an interviewer. When he sat down
with his mother to watch the pilot episode, however,
she grew restless, not ten minutes in. "I thought
you were gonna be in a Western," she complained.
"I am in a Western," he replied. "Not the ones I grew
up watching," she countered. "I told all the ladies at
church that you were finally gonna be in something
they could watch. And now I've got to call them all
back." 1
It's easy to see both sides here. The opening
minutes of Deadwood have all the trappings of a
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Unlike prominent American writers ranging from Owen Wister to Ernest Hemingway, Fitzgerald never
became enamored of the West, basing only one story directly on his experiences in Montana. Yet, like many
of his best-known characters, Fitzgerald thought of himself as a westerner struggling unsuccessfully to adapt
to the wealth and culture of the East. Near the end of his life, disillusioned and considered a failure,
he was photographed in 1937 outside the Algonquin Hotel in New York City. Today, his reputation restored ,
he ranks among the giants of American literature.
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In the early 1930s, when Warren McGee started his photography, steam engines dominated the industry. By the middle
of the decade, the Northern Pacific Railway {NP) had developed the powerful class Z-6 steam engine {above, Engine
No. 105) to move heavy freight trains at speeds of up to sixty miles per hour. This type of engine became the preferred
freight locomotive on its Yellowstone, Rocky Mountain, and Idaho divisions.
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